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ABSTRACT
The thesis work aims at devising analytical thermodynamic model and numerical
modeling of the compressor of a small gas turbine to be operated on producer gas
with lower heating contents. The turbine will serve as a component of “EXPLOREBiomass Based Polygeneration” project to meet the internal electrical power
requirements of 2-5 KW. The gas turbine engine is of radial type (one stage radial
compressor, one stage radial turbine). Small gas turbines give less electrical
efficiencies especially when operated with lower heating contents fuels like
producer gas. This necessitates for optimum designing of components of the
entire machine.
Detailed analytical thermodynamic modeling of the engine has been analyzed for
both internally and externally fired gas turbine cycles. Efforts are put on optimum
utilization of energy available in the cycle and to enhance the efficiency thereby
including various components.
Numerical modeling of compressor using CFX has been performed for both steady
and unsteady states. First different mesh sizes have been investigated followed by
study of RMS residual targets on the results. Compressor performance has been
studied for various speed lines. Thereafter, detailed steady state and unsteady
simulations are performed for various cases including compressor single blade
passage, 360 degree complete compressor, compressor connected with straight
inlet pipe and for the compressor connected with 90 degree bended pipe.
The operating point of the entire engine is analyzed. The numerical results are
compared with each other and then to the ones from the 1D modeling. A good
agreement has been found between the numerical results. Compared to 1D
modeling, CFD presents higher performance at higher mass flow rates. However,
for lower mass flow rates both 1D model and CFD present a similar performance.
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Numerical Modeling and Analysis of Small Gas Turbine Engine

1 BACKGROUND
A gas turbine function is to produce mechanical power to drive a pump,
compressor or an electric generator etc. Within the gas turbine, fuel chemical
energy is converted into heat energy, and is used for producing mechanical
energy. Air serves as a working fluid for the engine which is compressed in the
compressor, used in combustion in the combustor and resulting combustion gases
are fed into the expander for production of mechanical energy. The gas turbine
cycle is based on the Brayton cycle, shown below;

Figure 1.1: Gas Turbine Unit & Brayton Cycle [Available from URL
<http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Brayton_cycle.svg>(accessed 2009.08.17)]

In the P-v and T-s diagram (Figure 1.1) air is compressed in a compressor as is
shown in process1-2 and allowed to expand in the turbine as shown in process 34. Process 2-3 represents heating of working fluid at constant pressure and
process 4-1 is for the cooling to take place at constant pressure. Temperature at
point 3 shown in T-s diagram is defined as Turbine Inlet Temperature (TIT). The
variation of temperature in the cycle also results in enthalpy (h) variation of the
working medium. Due to various types of losses the compression and expansion
process stay not ideal. The affects are shown in the h-s diagram (Figure 1.2)
below;
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Figure 1.2: Gas turbine Brayton cycle, showing effect of departure from ideal behavior in
compressor and the turbine [Available from
URL<web.mit.edu/.../thermodynamics/notes/node85.html>(accessed 2009.08.26)] [Z.S.
Spakovszky; Thermodynamics and Propulsion]

TIT has drastic effect on cycle parameters like work output, specific fuel
consumption and overall efficiency. Higher TIT and pressure ratio leads to higher
efficiency but at the same time poses challenges to turbine material and aims of
reducing the NOx emissions. For a micro gas turbine producing a net mechanical
power output of 1180W, the effect of temperature and speed on the power output
is presented below (Figure 1.3);

Figure 1.3: Mechanical Power vs speed and Turbine Inlet Temperature (TIT) (without
recuperator) [Available from
URL<powerMEMS;www.powermems.be/gasturbine.html>(accessed May 2009)] [Ultra
Micro Gas Turbine Generator]

The overall efficiency of the cycle depends on many factors including compressor
efficiency, TIT, temperature of gases leaving the turbine, mass flow through the
2
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compressor, pressure drops through inlet air filters, exhaust gas silencers, ducts
and stack. In order to increase the cycle efficiency the following techniques are
normally employed;
• Increase in turbine inlet temperature
• Regeneration
• Compressor inter-cooling
• Turbine reheat
• Steam/water injection
However, increase in TIT has become challenging and already reached at a state
where it is higher than the melting point of some of the components of the turbine.
Therefore, in addition to effective cooling techniques, better materials with
improved heat resistance capabilities and improved thermal barrier coating
techniques are needed.
Unlike large scale gas turbines, micro gas turbine (MGT) usually consists of one
stage employing radial compressor and turbine rotors. Compared with axial
turbine, radial turbine gives advantage of producing greater amount of work per
stage with ease of manufacture and rugged [Dixon; 1998]. Mostly MGT are single
shaft and low pressure ratio gas turbines [Pilavachi; 2002]. However, Peirs et al.
(2003) have reported about employing the axial rotor with diameter of 10mm for an
MGT which is currently at development stage. Radial flow gas turbines have
certain attractive features like simplicity, reliability, low emissions, multi-fuel
capabilities and are ideal for small scale electrical power generation applications
particularly in the range of 10kW-100kW [Ebaid et al; 2002].
The efficiency of MGT is lower mainly due to profile and tip clearance losses [Shih
et al; 2006]. Towards efficiency improvement research efforts are going on
employing state of the art latest numerical modeling techniques.

1.1 Micro gas turbine
For power applications above 500kW axial type machines are employed, however,
for small power generation applications ranging from 20KW-500KW, MGT is used
with having advantages of more compact than axial flow type gas turbine with the
ability to handle the small volumetric flows with higher efficiency [Sann and
Palanisamy; 2008]. MGT run at higher speeds and is suitable candidate to be
employed in combined heat and power systems giving the overall higher
efficiencies [Sann and Palanisamy; 2008].
Similar to large size gas turbine, MGT is based on thermodynamic Brayton cycle.
The cycle may be simple cycle, with no heat recovered from the exhaust for
preheating the air after the compressor or may be the recuperated cycle thus
giving better electrical efficiencies. Figure 1.4, below shows the MGT employing
the recuperated cycle.
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Figure 1.4 : Micro Gas turbine Layout [Peirs J. et al; 2003] [Availabe at
URL<http://www.esat.kuleuven.be/electa/publications/fulltexts/pub_1470.pdf> (accessed
May 2009]

In the recuperated cycle, the air is compressed in the compressor, passed through
the regenerator/recuperator where it extracts the thermal energy from the hot
exhaust gases coming from the turbine outlet. Burning of preheated air in the
combustor requires less fuel for the same power output and thus offers better
cycle efficiency. Before letting the gases go to the atmosphere, maximum possible
thermal energy is recovered through employing the recuperator. The exhaust gas
after passing through the recuperator still may have recoverable heat energy
which is also recovered employing another heat exchanger (Figure 1.5).

Figure 1.5: Schematic of Micro gas turbine [Sann and Palanisamy; 2008]

The efficiency of MGT is lower as compared to large axial gas turbine mainly due
to profile and tip clearance losses [Shih et al; 2006]. The authors have reported an
electrical efficiency between 25%-30% for micro turbines in the range of 30kW100kW. An electrical efficiency of 20%, for a micro turbine with a power range of
4
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8.5kW-9kW, is considered among the top performing micro turbines [Shih et al;
2006].
With compressor, turbine and the generator fixed on a single shaft gives reduced
technical complexity and use of air bearings instead of conventional bearings
results in less maintenance requirements for MGT [Sann and Palanisamy; 2008].
New aerodynamic bearings have been developed and successfully tested with
stable operation at speeds up to 685000 rpm and are going to be implemented on
turbo-shaft set up [powerMEMS].
Also due to inherent characteristics of continuous combustion and continuous
rotation, MGT, for small scale power generation, are being preferred over internal
combustion engines as friction is one of the difficulties towards downscaling of
internal combustion engines [Isomura et al; 2005]. However, electrical efficiency of
MGTs is lower than the reciprocating engines. Gillette (2008) has reported
electrical efficiencies of 29% and 35.8% for MGTs and reciprocating engines
respectively for 65KW electrical power output. For 5 kWel power generating
capacity, overall electrical efficiencies of 33% and 19% for reciprocating engine
and MGT respectively have been reported [Moss et al; 2004]. However, compared
to reciprocating engines MGT technology requires low maintenance cost [Gillette;
2008].
Through a continuous combustion supported with excess air, a good fuel/air
mixture results in clean combustion and less pollutant emissions as compared to
the reciprocating engines. Rabou et al. (2007) have reported that as compared to
gas engine of same capacity, MGT produces 40 times less CO and 10 times less
NO at full power operations running either on natural gas or biomass producer
gas.

1.2 Micro Gas Turbine and Biomass
To be feasible for small scale bio-energy power plants, MGTs are commercially
available in the power range of 30-200 KWel [Matteo et al; 2008]. MGT cycles have
also additional benefit of utilizing exhaust hot gases from MGT as a source of heat
for the gasifier for assisting the endothermic reaction to take place.
Biomass gasification is an appropriate tool to use biomass in environmental
friendly ways. Small scale gasification, employing downdraft gasifier, is a
promising technology towards utilization of small and distributed potential of
biomass with the ability to supply the producer gas with a low tar contents (0.0150.5g/Nm3) [Matteo et al; 2008]. The authors have reported that small scale
gasifiers (upto 500kWth) are usually based on downdraft technology with
satisfactory conversion efficiency. When coupled with MGT also provides the
opportunity for co-generation with available exhaust gas heat at medium
temperature for biomass drying.
Rabou et al. (2007) have investigated the operation of standard Capstone 30kWel
MGT without modifications, with varying composition of producer gas mixed with
natural gas. The authors have reported the possibility of operation of MGT with
100% biomass producer gas with heating value of 6MJ/Nm3 (in our case producer
gas heating value is around 5.22 MJ/Nm3). However, insufficient combustion
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stability was observed for operations longer than one hour when running with
100% producer gas. Stable combustion was obtained when a small amount of
natural gas was mixed with producer gas with resulting heating value of 8MJ/Nm3.
The authors have therefore concluded that the Capstone MGT would run reliably
with a producer gas but with slightly higher heating value. A negligible effect has
been observed on the gross efficiency of the MGT with reduction in fuel heating
value, which is due to higher power demand for compression of larger fuel volume
to get the same heat input. Figure 1.6 below presents the results of the
experiments conducted; where the power output considerably decreases with
increasing contribution of producer gas [Rabou et al; 2007].

Figure 1.6: Contribution of biomass producer gas, by volume and energy, to total micro
gas turbine fuel input as function of output power[Rabou et al; 2007]

Matteo et al. (2008) have investigated on a MGT fed by blends of biomass
producer gas and natural gas. For pure producer gas case, the authors have
reported an electrical output of 30% lower than for the nominal condition with
natural gas feeding. This is due to higher power consumption for the producer gas
compression, whereas an increase of 32.9% of thermal output is estimated which
is mainly due to increase in exhaust gas temperature.
Barros and Pericles (2004) have analyzed the use of biomass in gas turbine and
have reported that gas turbine cycles are most suitable for biomass fuels. Due to
gas turbine engines being very much sensitive to fuel quality one of the option is to
gasify the biomass. However, in order to utilize gas from the gasifier there is need
for cleaning the gas to get rid of unwanted contents like tars, particulates, alkalies
and heavy metals. Clogging in valves and filters occurs due to tars condensing on
cool surfaces. Alkalis such as Na and K cause corrosion of turbine blades whereas
particulates are more critical and even small amount of particulates cause erosion
problems [Matteo et al; 2008].
For biomass producer gas having low heating contents, higher fuel flow rate is
required which leads to larger size of turbine for the same power output as
compared to natural gas based turbine. Also fuel compression is required in order
6
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to make it able to be injected in the combustor. Larger flow rate passing through
the turbine leads to an increase of the pressure ratio with associated risk of surge.

1.3 Internally Fired Micro Gas Turbine
Direct and indirect firing techniques exist for utilizing biomass in the gas turbine.
Under the direct firing techniques, one is Pressurized Fluidized Bed Combustion
(PFBC) and the other is Biomass Integrated Gasification Gas Turbine (BIGGT).
Figure 1.7, below shows the BIGGT technique wherein gasified gases are directly
fired in the internal combustor.

Figure 1.7: Scheme of a plant with a MGT coupled with a gasifier [Matteo et al; 2008]

Bohn and Lepers (2003) have investigated the effects of biogas combustion on the
operation characteristics of an MGT and have reported that replacing the natural
gas with biogas results in decreased turbine efficiency due to the following main
reasons;
i)
ii)

Lower gas temperature at combustor inlet due to higher biogas flow rate
which is at lower temperature as compared to the air preheated in the
recuperator.
Large exhaust losses due to larger share of CO2 having higher specific
heat.

1.4 Externally Fired Micro Gas Turbine
The indirectly fired gas turbine (IFGT) also called externally fired gas turbine
(EFGT) is well suited for direct fuel burning techniques without employing the
gasification systems. However, corrosive fuels put difficulties for high temperature
heat exchangers. EFGT have a disadvantage of limitations on maximum TIT, due
to heat exchanger material incapability of withstanding at the higher temperature,
which results in decreased efficiency as reduced TIT has drastic impact on the
power output and the efficiency. Figure 1.8 presents the schematic of simple
EFGT.
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Figure 1.8: Simple indirectly/externally fired gas turbine [Gauthier; 2007]

Traverso et al. (2005) have reported that the inlet temperature for heat exchangers
cannot go beyond 800 0C which results in limiting the TIT under 750 0C.
Chiaramonti et al. (2004) have reported that, for heat exchangers, even with
advanced materials the maximum allowable temperature for the entering flow is
1053 K. In order to get highly efficient EFGT cycles the use of super-alloys has not
been recommended as 900 0C is the maximum temperature limit for the materials
and therefore use of ceramics based heat exchangers have been seen as a most
promising option [Barros and Pericles; 2004].
As regards the advantages of EFGT, it offers fuel flexibility with working fluid as
clean air resulting in increased engine lifetime. Diesel, landfill gas, industrial offgases, ethanol, and bio-based liquids and gases are among the other fuel options
in addition to the natural gas [Pilavachi; 2002].
Indirect firing technique also allows the biomass to combust in external combustor
with the advantage of biomass usage without employing the complex gasification
systems. However, the cycle requires an addition of solid fuel burner and the heat
exchanger as compared to standard natural gas based turbine. In this thesis work
an external combustor is proposed to fire the producer gas and heat from the
combustion gases is extracted by employing the heat exchanger thereby passing
the air through it.
Chiaramonti et al. (2004) have investigated on EFGT (100kWel) with fuel sources
of solid biomass and natural gas; fired in external and internal combustion systems
respectively. The advantage of keeping the share of natural gas has been reported
to maintain the maximum cycle temperature same as for the standard natural gas
8
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based turbine for getting good electrical efficiency. The authors have reported a
decrease in both electrical power output and electrical efficiency, whereas the
possibility of heat recovery at the exhaust increased for the externally fired mode
as compared to reference gas turbine cycle.

1.5 Compressor
Compressor is used to increase the pressure of air/gas passing through it. A
centrifugal/radial-flow type compressor mainly consists of stationary inlet casing,
rotating impeller and the stationary diffuser.

Figure 1.9: Compressor flow path [howstuffworks, 2008]

The air enters into the impeller through inlet casing and the impeller by whirling
affect, increases the angular momentum of the air. As a result both static pressure
and velocity are increased within the impeller. The compressor can operate over a
wide range of pressure ratios, speeds and mass flows at varying efficiencies.
These characteristics are represented by what is called compressor maps, which
is a graph between absolute pressure ratio versus the mass flow rate thereby
describing various characteristics including efficiency, speed lines, surge
phenomenon and choke line (Figure 1.10).
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Figure 1.10: Compressor Map [Garrett by Honeywall, Turbo Tech 103(Expert)] [Available
at URL < http://www.turbobygarrett.com/turbobygarrett/tech_center/turbo_tech103.html>(
accessed May 2009)]

Pressure ratio is the ratio between the absolute inlet pressure and the absolute
outlet pressure. Higher speed of the compressor results in increased mass flow
and the pressure ratio. Choking is the condition where the flow reaches the sonic
conditions resulting in no further increase in mass flow and rapid increase of
compressor speed.
For a certain speed line within the operating range the pressure ratio increases
with decrease in the mass flow (Figure 1.11). With further decrease in mass flow,
a point reaches where the flow instability occurs resulting in stall and surge
phenomenon to take place, which is self oscillation of discharge pressure and flow
rate including reversal of flow through the compressor by drop in pressure. Longer
operation within the surge condition may lead to severe and premature
compressor’s failure.
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Figure 1.11: Compressor Operating Point [Available at URL<
http://www.cheresources.com/compressor_surging_under_control.shtml>(accessed May
2009)]

Surge occurs due to the unmatched flow conditions; downstream of the
compressor, with the current compressor operating point. The surge may also
occur if throttle is quickly closed after the boosting. In this case mass flow reduces
very rapidly regardless of compressor still working and boosting, which results in
driving the operating point to the far left of the compressor map into the surge. A
flow reversal takes place thereby also decreasing pressure downstream of the
compressor. A stable operating point is again reached after decrease in
compressor rotational speed and pressure downstream of the compressor and this
completes a surge cycle (Figure 1.12). For single stage compressors with pressure
ratio of less than 2 the surge usually initiates in diffuser section whereas surge is
usually initiated in the inducer section for single-stage compressors with pressure
ratio more than 3 [Boyce and Meherwan; 2007].

Figure 1.12: Compressor Surge Phenomenon [Available at URL<
http://www.cheresources.com/compressor_surging_under_control.shtml>(accessed May
2009)]
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Surge is avoided by using either the Blow-Off Valves (BOV) or bypass valves.
BOV, vents the intake pressure to the atmosphere resulting in smooth decrease in
mass flow whereas bypass valve allows recirculation of air through the
compressor to keep compressor out of surge [Garrett by Honeywall; accessed
May 2009].
Compressor operating range can be widened (Figure 1.13) by use of Ported
Shroud (Figure 1.14) incorporated in the compressor housing thereby allowing
some air flow to exit from the wheel to avoid surge to occur but with little negative
impact on compressor efficiency [Garrett by Honeywall; accessed May 2009].

Figure 1.13: Shift of Surge line by use of Ported Shroud
[Garrett by Honeywall, Turbo Tech 103(Expert)][Available at URL<
http://www.turbobygarrett.com/turbobygarrett/tech_center/turbo_tech103.html>(accessed
May 2009)]
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Figure 1.14: A Ported Shroud Compressor
[Garrett by Honeywall, Turbo Tech 103(Expert)][Available at URL<
http://www.turbobygarrett.com/turbobygarrett/tech_center/turbo_tech103.html>(accessed
May 2009)]

Related to Biomass Integrated Gasification Gas Turbine (BIGGT); Barros and
Pericles(2004) have reported that change in mass balance between the
compressor and the turbine causes the pressure ratio to rise which leads towards
compressor to surge, therefore, making it necessary to use the bleed valves
and/or variable inlet guide vanes or redesigning the turbine nozzle guide vanes.
Matteo et al. (2008) have reported that the use of low heating contents gas causes
a larger flow to pass through the gas turbine, leading to an increase of the
compression ratio with risk of surge.

1.6 Regenerator
The heat energy from the hot gases coming from the exit of the turbine is
recovered in the heat exchanger. The heat exchangers are normally of primary
surface counter flow type to better recover the heat. The air out of the compressor
has lower temperature than the turbine exit gases. Both streams are allowed to
pass through the heat exchanger. After this heat recovery unit the temperature of
exhaust gases decreases whereas the temperature of air is increased. The hot air
is then fed into the combustor for the combustion to take place mixed with the fuel.
High temperature air consumes less fuel as compared to low temperature air for
the same power output from the combustor, so benefit of higher efficiency is
achieved through employing the regenerator (Figure 1.15).
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Figure 1.15: Regenerative Gas Turbine Cycle [Available at
URLhttp://www.cospp.com/display_article/273000/122/ARTCL/none/TECHS/1/Gasturbine-efficiency/(accessed March 2009)]

Without the regenerator, MGT have only 15%-20% efficiency whereas employing
this component efficiency up to 30-40% can be achieved depending upon the
effectiveness of the regenerator [Kang and McKeirnan; 2003]. However, additional
cost has to bear in mind for increase of cycle efficiency. Another important factor
of consideration, while employing the regenerator, is the lowering of specific power
output as a result of additional pressure drop across the regenerator.
Shih et al. (2006) have analyzed the effect of recuperator on the cycle
performance for an MGT with power output of 9.3kW in recuperated mode. The
authors have reported an increase of thermal efficiency from 12.1% for simple
cycle to 19% for the recuperated cycle. The authors’ results are summarized
below (Table 1.1);
Pressure drop across Efficiency of recuperator Thermal efficiency (%)
the recuperator (%)
(%)
10
85
19
less than 5
90
28
over 15
85
12
Table 1.1: Effect on cycle performance with varying pressure drop and recuperator
efficiency [Shih et al; 2006].

The pressure drop across the recuperator is very critical to the cycle performance.
Shih et al. (2006) have reported a thermal efficiency lower than 12% for
recuperator efficiency of 85% with pressure drop of more than 15% across the
recuperator. This efficiency is even lower than the simple cycle efficiency of 12.1%
The graph below (Figure 1.16) illustrates the role of recuperator on the overall
performance of the cycle, wherein thermal efficiency of the cycle increases with
increase of recuperative effectiveness and decrease in pressure drop across the
recuperator.
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Figure 1.16: The influence of the recuperator performance on the thermal efficiency of the
cycle [Shih et al; 2006]

1.7 Combustion
1.7.1 Micro-Combustor Challenges
Like conventional gas turbine combustors, the functional requirements for micro
scale combustors include efficient conversion of chemical energy to fluid thermal
and kinetic energy with low pressure loss, reliable ignition and wide flammability
limits. However, inadequate residence time for complete combustion and higher
heat transfer rates from the combustor are the main constraints for micro
combustors [Spadaccini et al; 2002]. Designing of recirculation zones for ignition
and flame stability are important factors for micro combustors as the large
recirculation zones or the designs which do not initiate reactions in all portions of
the flow give reduced power density. It is important to complete the combustion
process within shorter combustor through-flow time. Damköhler number provides
the relation for residence time and the characteristic chemical reaction as under
[Spadaccini et al; 2002];
Da h =

τ residence
τ reaction

(1.1)

For the complete combustion to take place the residence time must be greater
than the chemical reaction time. Whereas the characteristic combustor residence
time in terms of bulk flows through the combustor volume is presented by the
relation [Spadaccini et al; 2002];
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volume
VP
=
volumetric _ flow _ rate m RT

(1.2)

The authors have reported that the residence time can be increased by increasing
the size of the chamber, reducing the mass flow rate or increasing the operating
pressure. Chemical reaction time is primarily a function of fuel properties and the
mixture temperature and pressure. To achieve high power density in micro
combustor, high mass flow rate is needed through small chamber volumes.
Therefore, in order to get the complete combustion without compromising the
power density of the combustor for a given operating pressure thus the density
and assuming Damköhler number of unity, the only available option is to reduce
the chemical reaction time thus the required residence time [Spadaccini et al;
2002].
1.7.2 Combustion of Low LHV Fuels
Due to increased interest towards integration of power generation systems with
gasification processes for utilization of biomass, coal or tars, the need for robust,
low emission gas turbine combustion systems for syngas is rapidly growing.
Syngas normally contains hydrogen, carbon monoxide and diluents such as
nitrogen with varying chemical composition based on feedstock (e.g. biomass,
coal or tar) and the employed gasification technique. The combustion properties of
sysgas are generally dependent on H2 and CO contents. Sysgas fuels combustion
using low emissions techniques like lean premixed combustion is, however,
challenging due to the difficulty in achieving the sufficient mixing of fuel and air
before the combustion [Daniele et al; 2008].
Also too low flame temperature and the excessive fuel flow rate impose the
problems for combustion of low heating contents fuels. The alternative fuels have
relatively more carbon contents than the natural gas which leads to an inefficient
combustion development thus giving increased CO production [Tuccillo and
Cameretti; 2005].
Daniele et al. (2008) have investigated on Lean Premixed combustion of undiluted
syngas; NOx emissions and Lean Blow Out (LBO) limits. Their work focused on
studying the properties of four various mixtures of syngas; derived from coal,
refinery residues, biomass and co-firing of syngas with natural gas. The authors
have reported about zero CO emissions apart from very lean conditions close to
the LBO, which is due to low flame temperature with residence time too short for
complete oxidation of CO at lower equivalence ratios close to LBO and higher
probability of local extinction events. Towards NOx emissions pure syngas
mixtures presents more NOx emissions as compared to the CH4 containing
mixture. The residence time for pure syngas mixture has been found more than
double as compared to the CH4 containing mixture. The results showed that higher
the H2 contents in the fuel mixture the leaner the equivalence ratio for LBO flame
extinction to occur. This difference is due to the higher laminar flame speeds of
hydrogen (H2) compared to CH4. NOx emissions have been found exponentially
dependent on the adiabatic flame temperature for all the fuel mixtures.
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1.7.3 Gas Turbine Combustor Configurations
Today various combustion schemes exist to achieve an appropriate and wide
range ignition with higher combustion efficiency and reduced soot and polluting
gases. The new combustion techniques target at low thermal NOx with lower
combustion temperature and low CO due to relatively large residence times and
minimum cooling air requirements [Tuccillo and Cameretti; 2005]. Available
combustion concepts include:
1.7.3.1 Combustion Separated Zones
In this combustion approach separate combustion zones, each with its own
separate supply of well-mixed fuel and air is employed to optimize the combustion
performance. For example “staged combustor” is employed (Figure 1.17) wherein
primary combustion zone operates at low power and equivalence ratio of around
0.8 to get higher combustion efficiency and minimize the production of CO and
unburned HC [Tuccillo and Cameretti; 2005]. The primary combustion zone is
responsible for high temperature combustion and acts as a pilot source for the
main combustion zone downstream, where premixed fuel-air mixture is supplied.

Figure 1.17: Staged Annular Combustor[Tuccillo and Cameretti; 2005]

1.7.3.2 Catalytic Combustion
Towards low NOx emissions, catalytic combustor is an important scheme, wherein
the fuel is pre-vaporized (if liquid) and premixed with air at low equivalence ratio
and allowed to pass through a catalytic reactor bed. It results in lean mixture
combustion with low NOx production due to lower temperature [Tuccillo and
Cameretti; 2005]. One of the main developments related to the combustion is the
catalytic combustor, which is effective way to reduce the pollutants emissions
(NOx and CO) which also provides efficient use of lower heating contents biomass
based fuels [Pilavachi; 2002]. In catalytic combustion which is a flameless
process, the fuel oxidation takes place at temperature below 1700 0F thus causing
low NOx production [Energy Nexus Group; 2002].
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1.7.3.3 Engine size
Engine size is very critical for a combustor design. For small engines with higher
shaft speeds the combustor employed is normally the short of annular reverse-flow
type (Figure 1.18) with the main advantage of better utilization of combustion
volume and easy maintenance [Tuccillo and Cameretti; 2005].

Figure 1.18: Small Engine’s Reverse-Flow Combustor [Tuccillo and Cameretti;. 2005]

1.7.3.4 Lean Premixed-Prevaporized (LPP) combustion
In lean premixed-prevaporized (LPP) combustion, vaporized fuel (if liquid) is
premixed with air before combustion (Figure 1.19). Lean combustion takes place
in the primary zone with low reaction temperature thus reducing NOx emissions. A
piloting device sometimes becomes necessary to facilitate ignition and sustain
combustion at all operating conditions especially at part load conditions which may
result in inefficient combustion. Lean-premixed combustion is usually employed for
gaseous-fuelled dry-low-NOx (DLN) type combustors (Figure 1.20) [Tuccillo and
Cameretti; 2005].
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Figure 1.19: Lean Premixed Pre-vaporized Combustion Configurations [Tuccillo and
Cameretti; 2005]

Figure 1.20: Mechanism of DLN (Dry-Low-NOx) Pre-mixed Combustion scheme [Tuccillo
and Cameretti; 2005]

1.7.3.5 Lean Premixed Combustion
Lean premixed combustion has been seen as a favored method for low emission
power generation for natural gas based stationary gas turbines. Continued
stronger restrictions on NOx emissions from gas turbines require the prompt
attention for exploiting this combustion technique to its maximum benefit [Daniele
et al; 2008].
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Towards low NOx combustion, lean premix combustion technique was developed
in 1978 with the concept of separate mixing of fuel and air before combustion to
take place.
1.7.3.5.1

EV Premix Combustor for Syngas Combustion

For low heating contents gases like syngas it is more important to employ an
appropriate injection method since injection of these gases with air inlet slots is no
longer feasible due to the higher flame velocities of hydrogen containing fuels and
the higher volumetric flow rate, which would distort the incoming air profile. To
tackle with this problem fuel injection is made radially inward through a number of
circular holes close to the burner end, enabling safe operation of the burner even
with high hydrogen content fuels (Figure 1.21) [Döbbeling et al; 2005].

Figure 1.21: EV burner for syngas combustion [Döbbeling et al; 2005]

1.7.3.5.2

Annular Premix Combustor

In the Annular Premix Combustor with intelligent burners’ arrangement it is
possible to improve the cross-ignition, the part load stability, the mixing and turbine
inlet temperature profile. Also this burner provides the closed loop liner cooling
system with all liner cooling air fed back to the air coming from the compressor
which is in line with the fact that the maximum benefit of low NOx premix systems
can be exploited if the combustor cooling air is redirected back to the premix
burner inflow [Döbbeling et al; 2005].
Annular premixed combustor has multi burner arrangement distributed along the
circumference with the following several advantages which comes from the
communication between the neighboring burners in the circumferential direction;
i)
ii)

iii)

Burner to burner cross ignition without any cross firing tubes.
Excellent part and full load operation with burners running at different
flame temperatures or even with some burners switched off. Burners
are stabilized by the neighboring burners.
Uniform hot gas temperature distribution at the turbine inlet.
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1.7.3.5.3

Sequential Combustion Technology

To achieve the low NOx combustion, sequential combustion technology was
started in 1990. In this technique the compressed air is first heated in the first
combustor (EV combustor) and with partial fuel addition (60% of fuel at full load)
the combustion gases are allowed to expand through the first turbine stage. The
remaining fuel is added in a second combustion chamber to get the gas heated
again to the maximum turbine inlet temperature (Figure 1.22). Thermodynamic
cycle for the sequential combustion process is presented in comparison with the
conventional cycle (Figure 1.23) wherein it is seen that the same power output is
achieved by keeping the temperature lower as compared to the conventional cycle
[Döbbeling et al; 2005].

Figure 1.22: Sequential gas turbine combustion technique [Döbbeling et al; 2005]

Figure 1.23: Thermodynamic cycle for the sequential combustion process versus the
conventional combustion process [Döbbeling et al; 2005]

1.7.3.6 Rich Burn- Quick Mix-Lean Burn (RQL) Combustor
The RQL (Rich burn-quick mix-lean burn) is a technique which burns the fuel far
above the stoichiometric conditions in the first part of the combustor (rich zone) in
order to avoid the production of thermal NOx. The CO and unburned HC produced
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in the rich zone are oxidized in the downstream lean zone at low temperatures
(Figure 1.24). This transition from fuel-rich to fuel-lean combustion is achieved
through employing air jets which dilute the mixture in the second region (quick mix
or quench zone)[Tuccillo and Cameretti; 2005].

Figure 1.24: Air and Fuel Flow Paths in a RQL type Combustor [Tuccillo and Cameretti;
2005]

1.7.4 Micro Gas Turbine Combustors
1.7.4.1 The Annular Combustor Scaled for MGT applications
Originated from aero-derivative gas turbines, and have had demonstrated the
capabilities to adapt to different conditions like water or steam injection, shift from
the diffusive to the lean-premixed operation, fuelling with different mixtures etc.
Tuccillo and Cameretti(2005) have reported a satisfactory behavior of the
combustor when supplied with hydrogenated fuels or when operated with variable
inlet conditions. The authors are of the view that the combustor can operate
satisfactorily when supplied with bio-mass or solid-waste derived fuels. However,
resizing of the original combustor is needed in order to fit for particular MGT
applications. The Figure 1.25, presents an example of downscaling of the inlet flow
areas with preservation of the axial length [Tuccillo and Cameretti; 2005].

Figure 1.25: The schematic of the full size and the scaled annular combustor [Tuccillo and
Cameretti; 2005]
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1.7.4.2 The Lean-Premixed Combustor
Since the thermal NOx formation is a function of both the local temperatures within
the flame and the residence time, therefore, in order to reduce the NOx emissions,
the focus of combustion improvements have been mainly at lowering the flame
local temperature using lean fuel/air mixtures thus avoiding the creation of high
local temperatures or “hot spots”. Lean premixed also called dry low NOx (DLN)
combustion has been developed combusting lean fuel/air mixture to avoid
production of hot spots. However, DLN requires especially designed mixing
chambers and mixture inlet zones to avoid flashback of the flame [Tuccillo and
Cameretti; 2005].
A typical example is a tubular type chamber (Figure 1.26 and Figure 1.27). A
complete fuel and air mixing is done before the combustion to take place. Primary
zone operates at lean composition resulting in low reaction temperatures and the
elimination of hot spots thus reducing the NOx emissions. However, mixture
flammability and self-ignitions are the main difficulties to address with this
chamber, which necessitates the use of pilot stoichiometric flame for the mixture
ignition.

Figure 1.26: Overview of the whole Lean-Premixed Combustor [Tuccillo and Cameretti;
2005]

Figure 1.27: Axial development of the Lean-Premixed Combustor [Tuccillo and Cameretti;
2005]
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Rich Burn- Quick Quench-Lean Burn (RQL) Combustor

The rich burn-quick quench and lean-burn (RQL) combustor (Figure 1.28) is
characterized by having effective and wide operating range for various fuel/air
mixing ratios and inlet air temperature while simultaneously having reduced nitric
oxides production [Tuccillo and Cameretti; 2005].
In order to limit the high temperature and the oxygen availability which are
responsible for NOx production, the fuel is burnt far above the stoichiometric
conditions in the first stage of the combustor (rich zone). The CO and unburned
HC produced in the rich zone are oxidized in the downstream lean zone at low
temperatures. This transition from fuel-rich to fuel-lean combustion is achieved
through employing air jets to dilute the mixture in the second region (quick mix or
quench zone) [Tuccillo and Cameretti; 2005].

Figure 1.28: Schematic of RQL Combustor [Tuccillo and Cameretti; 2005]

1.7.4.4 Comparison between the Combustors for MGT
While making comparison between RQL combustor and LP combustor; Tuccillo
and Cameretti(2005) have concluded that the later type should give lower NOx
formation but could encounter problems related to auto-ignition while the former
type have more effective response related to auto-ignitions. The authors have also
reported the results of CFD campaign for all three types of combustors presented
above. Few of the authors’ conclusions are presented hereunder;
i)
Annular combustor has been more effective in terms of combustion
efficiency but the NOx production is higher than in the lean-premixed
chamber.
ii)
Annular combustor exhibits an adequate uniformity of temperature
distribution at the combustor outlet as compared to LP and RQL
combustor.
iii)
Both the LP and the annular type chambers exhibit more regular fuel
consumption and lower CO production.
iv)
A more progressive behavior of axial trends of the temperature and
NOx values has been observed in the LP combustor with a smoother
decrease to the final levels.
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Also from the CFD results Tuccillo and Cameretti (2005) have concluded that LP
combustor can more properly fit into the combustion requirements for MGT at
almost all operating conditions for both conventional and alternative fuels with
acceptable levels of pollutant species. Even at the part load operations the LP
combustor work effectively although with some increase of pollutants takes place
mainly because of the stronger contribution of the pilot line needed to sustain the
pre-mixed flame.
Although catalytic combustion has achieved single-digit NOx ppm levels but could
not give combustion systems with suitable operating durability. Although catalytic
combustion can be applied for MGTs, however, in the presence of low emission
dry-low-NOx (DLN) combustors, suitable for MGTs at current operating
temperature ranges, it is hard to expect that catalytic combustion will be pursued
in the near term for MGT applications[Energy Nexus Group; 2002].
In this thesis work calculations for combustor have been performed based on LP
combustion concept with air and fuel premixed before they are fed into the
combustor.

1.8 Emissions
All MGTs employ lean premixed (DLN) combustor technology and have the
potential for extremely low emissions [Energy Nexus Group; 2002]. The primary
emissions form MGTs are oxides of nitrogen (NOx), carbon monoxide (CO) and
unburned hydrocarbons also having a negligible amount of SO2. NOx is a mixture
of mostly NO and NO2 in variable composition and is formed by three
mechanisms: thermal NOx, prompt NOx and fuel-bound NOx. Thermal NOx is the
most associated mechanism with gas turbines, which is the fixation of atmospheric
oxygen and nitrogen occurring at high combustion temperatures.
CO and unburned hydrocarbons are the result of incomplete combustion process.
CO production results from insufficient residence time at high temperature. CO
emissions also vary with operation loads as for example low loads operating
conditions give incomplete combustion and thus a source of increased CO
production.
NOx emissions below 9 ppmv at 15% of O2 have already been achieved utilizing
lean premixed combustion technology in MGTs at full power mode [Energy Nexus
Group; 2002].

1.9 Generator and Power Electronics
MGTs may consist of two-shaft models with separate expansion and power
turbines to drive the compressor and the generator respectively. In two-shaft
version, the generator is connected to the power turbine through a gearbox to
produce power at 60 Hz or 50 Hz. Single-shaft models normally have speeds over
60000rpm and generate high frequency electrical power in the form of alternating
current (AC). The power is rectified to direct current (DC) and then inverted to a
frequency of 60 hertz (Hz); United States market applications. MGTs units are also
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available producing power with 50 Hz for use in Europe and parts of Asia [Energy
Nexus Group; 2002].
High-speed generator used in a single-shaft mode employs a permanent magnet
(typically Samarium-Cobalt) alternator, which necessitates the conversion of high
frequency AC output to 60Hz or 50Hz according to the use. This requires initially
the rectification of high frequency AC to DC and then inverting back to AC with
required frequency, however, with an approximately 5% power conversion
efficiency penalty [Energy Nexus Group; 2002].
The generator also serves as a motor for start up of a single shaft designed
turbine, which helps run the compressor shaft up to a certain speed sufficient
enough to work the combustor. For starting up of MGTs in standalone mode that is
not connected to the grid (black starting), a separate power unit (battery UPS) is
needed to power the generator.
For a single-shaft model, power electronics is critical component which not only
converts high frequency AC power to 60Hz or 50 Hz but also responsible for
reducing the harmonic distortions and direct all operating and start up functions.
Most power electronics connected with MGTs generate three-phase electricity.
The power electronics designs are generally capable of handling seven times the
nominal voltage to cater for the transients and voltage spikes. MGTs are also
provided with certain control systems which not only enable to operate in parallel
or independent of the grid with many of the grid and system protection features
needed for the interconnect but also allow for remote monitoring and operations.

1.10 Modeling Techniques
One-dimensional analysis plays an important role in designing a centrifugal
compressor and the turbine by predicting the overall dimensions and performance
curves of the stage. This analysis can provide parametric studies to see the
influence of changes in geometry or the thermodynamics parameters on the
engine performance under design and off-design conditions. In this thesis work,
based on 1-D assumption, Excel program and Matlab have been employed for
analytical thermodynamic modeling of the gas turbine engine.
In the recent past the use of computational fluid dynamics (CFD) has been grown
dramatically and has made the use of CFD codes possible by graduate engineers
for research, development and designing tasks in the industry as well. CFD is
analysis of the systems by means of computer-based simulations involving the
fluid flow, heat transfer and the associated phenomenon like chemical reactions.
Some of the CFD applications include;
•
•
•
•

Turbomachinery: flows inside rotating passages, diffusers etc
Power plant: combustion in IC engines and gas turbines
Aerodynamics of aircraft and vehicles: lift and drag
Environmental engineering: distribution of pollutants and effluents

CFD techniques are being commonly applied in designing of internal combustion
engines, combustion chambers of gas turbine and furnaces. Although CFD has
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been developed adequately, however, importance of experimental work cannot be
ignored keeping in view the fact that the CFD results need experimental validation.
However, compared to experimental work, CFD enjoys the following few of the
unique advantages;
•
•
•
•

Substantial reduction of lead times and costs of new designs
Ability to study complex systems where controlled experiments are difficult
or impossible to perform
Ability to study systems under hazardous conditions at and beyond their
normal performance limits
Variety of results

CFD codes are able to produce extremely large quantity of results at almost no
added costs and is also very easy and cheap to perform parametric studies for
example to optimize the equipment performance. At present, reasonably powerful
computing tools are available in the market; however, their satisfactory operation
requires a high level of skill and understanding from the operator in order to get
meaningful results. This includes detailed knowledge of fundamentals of the fluid
dynamics behind complex engineering flows and of the numerical solution
algorithms; the CFD codes are based on. All commercial CFD packages offer well
presented user interfaces for input parameters and examine the results containing
three main elements; pre-processor, a solver and a post-processor.
CFD code, ANSYS CFX-11 has been employed for modeling the compressor for
steady and the unsteady state simulations. At present various numerical modeling
techniques exist for simulating aerodynamics and structural dynamics and are
used for designing gas turbine engines. However, mainly the modeling has been
focused on the individual turbomachine components.
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2 OBJECTIVES
Efficient energy conversion systems both on supply and user side are becoming
more and more important for the society. This necessitates providing various
energy services rather than only one product utilizing one or various primary
energy sources to fulfill various needs of the society throughout the entire cycle of
the year. It is not only the efficiency of the energy conversion systems that is
important but the versatility in the fuel has also become equally important.
Although electricity has been the basic energy carrier to meet energy demands,
however, the demand for other products like heating, cooling, clean water, fuels for
transportation etc are becoming equally important to maximum benefit the society
from the various available energy sources in an efficient way.
Through a demonstration plant “EXPLORE-Biomass based Polygeneration”, HPT
is inventing the optimum ways towards biomass utilization to get various products
rather than just generating the power. HPT biomass based polygeneration will
serve as a platform to develop research knowledge in the technical areas of cycle
analysis, combustion, gasification, fuel cells, turbomachinery, clean water, district
and distributed heating and cooling, pelletization, hydrogen production etc. It also
provides the opportunity to develop different components and integrate them into
systems that would allow the evaluation of alternative arrangements.
Schematic of the EXPLORE demonstration plant is attached as Appendix-B, which
indicates the location of MGT to be fueled from the downdraft gasifier. Also
exhaust heat from the turbine outlet will be recovered and used for other
applications. With the producer gas as a fuel source, the gas turbine is required to
producer electrical power of around 2-5kW to meet the internal energy
requirements of “EXPLORE” project.
The thesis work aims at devising analytical thermodynamic model and numerical
modeling of the compressor of a small gas turbine to be operated on producer gas
with lower heating contents. The overall objectives of the thesis work are
illustrated as follows:
•
•
•
•

Develop an analytical model based on 1D assumptions for getting the overall
thermodynamic layout of the entire gas turbine including both internally and
externally fired gas turbine cycles
CFD modeling of the compressor to get detailed information of the
aerodynamic and thermodynamic behavior
Establishing operating characteristics of the gas turbine engine
Study the influence of specific parameters on the overall system behavior
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3 METHOD OF ATTACK
The thesis work has been split into various parts consisting of thermodynamic
studies, overview of the past work especially related to small turbomachinery and
the existing numerical modeling techniques, getting the geometry of the
components and thereafter performing the numerical investigations to analyze and
validate the model. Special focus is made on the existing practices related to firing
of biomass producer gas in micro gas turbines.
Thermodynamic analysis enabled predicting about the overall system components
particularly about the compressor, combustor, expander and the heat exchangers.
Thermodynamic calculations have been performed for both internally and
externally fired gas turbine cycles employing the regenerator, exhaust gas heat
recovery systems. A system design layout is obtained for the overall system based
on the thermodynamic information. After having the geometry information,
numerical modeling of compressor for both steady and unsteady states is
performed to study the flow conditions and to know the compressor performance.
One-dimensional analysis of the complete machine including compressor,
regenerator, combustor, turbine and the heat exchanger for exhaust gas heat
recovery has been performed in Excel and Matlab followed by short parametric
studies of compressor, expander and heat recovery systems.
Numerical modeling of compressor using CFX has been performed for both steady
and unsteady states. Geometry of single blade passage available in ANSYS
TurboGrid 11 is downscaled to the required dimensions and is meshed therein.
First different mesh sizes have been investigated followed by study of RMS
residual targets on the results. Compressor performance has been studied for
various speed lines. From the initial investigations, coarse mesh is selected for the
detailed compressor simulations. Steady state simulations are performed and the
results are taken as initial values for the unsteady state simulations. Detailed
steady and unsteady state simulations are performed for various cases including
compressor single blade passage, 360 degree complete compressor, compressor
connected with straight inlet pipe and for the compressor connected with 90
degree bended pipe.
The numerical results are compared with each other and then to the ones from the
1D modeling. A good agreement has been found between the numerical results;
however, 1D modeling predicts lower performance of the compressor. Parametric
study has been performed to know the influence of specific parameters on the
overall system behavior. The operating point of the entire engine is analyzed for
both internally and externally fired gas turbine cycles.
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4 BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
4.1 Fuel for the Gas Turbine
A wood pellets fed downdraft gasifier installed in the HPT lab described by Erlich
(2009) will supply low LHV gaseous fuel for the turbine. At standard state
conditions maximum fuel flow rate is expected to be 0.0146 Nm3/s and on mass
basis it will be 16.86g/s with a thermal power of 76.12 KW. Lower Heating Value
(LHV) of the fuel is 5.22 MJ/Nm3 which comes out to be 4.446 MJ/Kg. Below are
the fuel properties;
Contents (%vol)

CH4 H2
CO
1.2
10.87 28.58
Lower Heating Value (LHV)
Fuel temperature after gasifier
Fuel temperature after cleaning unit (b)
Maximum fuel flow rate

CO2
7.66

N2
51.69
5.22 MJ/Nm3
400 0C
60 0C
0.0146Nm3/s (16.86 g/s)

Table 4.1: Fuel properties [Jahns Frederick; 2008, (b)- Brusson Nicolas, Project Report;
2008 (Modelling of a gas cleaning system for EXPLORE project downdraft gasification
unit)]
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5 THERMODYNAMIC LAYOUT
5.1 Internally Fired Micro Gas Turbine Cycle
In the internally fired gas turbine cycle the combustor is an internal part of the
cycle where produced hot gases are expanded through the turbine. Figure 5.1
presents the schematic employed for the internally fired gas turbine cycle.
Recuperator type heat exchanger is employed to extract the heat from the hot
gases after the turbine outlet by passing the air coming from the compressor. Then
the heated air is fed into the combustor. As the exhaust gases at outlet of the
regenerator still may be hot enough therefore another gas-to-liquid heat exchanger
is employed to extract the maximum possible heat energy from the gases before
let them go to the stack. The overall system layout describing the indices
employed for defining the thermodynamic model of individual components of the
cycle is presented in Appendix-C. Below is the schematic for the internally fired
gas turbine cycle;
BIOGAS2
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HEATREC
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COMBUST
WATEROUT

RECUP
3
4A

2
NOZZLE

COMPR

TURBINE

BIOCOMP
W
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5
1
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Figure 5.1: Schematic for the Internally Fired Micro Gas Turbine [Aspen software]

Below is the h-s diagram (Figure 5.2) giving the overall thermodynamic information
of 2.388kWel internally fired gas turbine cycle (details of the cycle are presented in
7.2). First but little heat energy by the cycle is gained in the compressor. Transfer
of heat energy to the cycle mainly takes place in the regenerator whereas the
combustor imparts lesser heat energy to the cycle as compared to the
regenerator. The temperature is highest at inlet of the expander, where expansion
takes place resulting in temperature drop. However, as seen from the h-s diagram,
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lesser temperature drop takes place in the expander, which is due to the lower
expansion ratio across the expander. After the expander, the hot expanding gases
are passed through the regenerator, where maximum heat energy is transferred
back to the cycle, which results in maximum temperature drop in the exhaust
gases. The last temperature drop occurs in the gas-to-liquid heat exchanger
before the hot gases are allowed to go to the stack.
h-s diagram
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Figure 5.2: h-s diagram for overall cycle of 2.388kW internally fired gas turbine

5.1.1 Compressor
With exceptions of shrouded impellers, normally impeller runs inside the enclosure
called shroud with some clearance between impeller and the shroud. Shrouding
an impeller eliminates the leakage losses but at the same time increases the
frictions losses. Figure 5.3 below shows different states in the compressor flow
path (0; compressor inlet, 1; impeller inlet, 2; impeller exit and 3; compressor
outlet).
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Figure 5.3: View of compressor single blade passage [ANSYS-CFX]

Impeller is followed by the diffuser with the objective of converting the kinetic
energy of the fluid leaving the impeller into the pressure energy. Diffuser can be
vaned one or a vane-less. To get overall higher pressure ratio it is necessary to
employ the vaned diffuser particularly for high-duty centrifugal compressor.
Popular diffuser vanes are the simple channel-wedge, the traditional curved vanes
and the low-solidity cascade vanes. However, low-solidity cascade vaned diffuser
is more often employed with wider range of operation and higher efficiency (Oh
JongSik; 2002). With exceptions, next to the diffuser is the volute to collect the
flow from the diffuser and deliver it to the outlet pipe.
At inlet of the compressor, flow enters into eye of the impeller axially, unless inlet
guide vanes are provided. However due to impeller rotating blades the flow makes
certain relative flow angle with the blades. If axial component is represented by c1,
the resulting relative flow velocity will be w1. The relative angle β 1 depends on the
impeller tangential velocity u1. The higher the tangential velocity the higher will be
the relative flow angle. In order to make flow align with the blades geometry, the
impeller blades shape is made curved enabling the flow meet with the impeller
with minimum relative angle.

Figure 5.4: Impeller Inlet flow directions [Dixon; 1998]
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The tangential speed (m/s) of the impeller at the exit is found from the relation
below;
u 2 = Ω * r2

(5.1)

Where “ Ω ” is the angular speed (radians/s) of the impeller at the exit and is found
from the relation below;
Ω = 3.142 * N / 30

(5.2)

Where, N is the rotational speed of the impeller in rotations per minute.
At exit of the impeller, the flow does not exactly follow the geometry of the impeller
tip and lags behind and resulting real tangential component of the absolute
velocity ( cθ 2 ) decreases and the fluid is called as having a slip. However, the slip
depends on the blade outlet angle and the flow rate through the compressor.
Shaaban and Seume (2007) have reported that slip factor increases with
increasing impeller blade outlet angle and decreased flow rate through the
impeller. Dixon; 1998 has presented relations for slip factor. Figure 5.5 presents
the comparison between the relative flow angle ( β 2 ) and the vane angle ( β 2′ ) .

Figure 5.5: Impeller exit flow directions [Dixon; 1998]

The slip factor has the following relation;

σ=

cθ 2
cθ′ 2

(5.3)

Where, cθ 2 is the tangential component of the absolute velocity which is related to
relative flow angle β 2 whereas ideal or hypothetical tangential velocity component
cθ′ 2 is related to vane geometry angle β 2′ .
The slip velocity is related by the equation cθs = cθ′ 2 − cθ 2 giving the slip factor as
under;
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σ = 1−

cθS
cθ′ 2

Where cθS is related through; cθS =

π * u 2 cos β 2′
n

, with “ n ” as the number of blades.

cθ′ 2 is related as under;
cθ′ 2 = u 2 − c r 2 tan β 2′

(5.4)

Therefore, the Stodola slip factor becomes (Dixon; 1998, equation 7.14 & 7.15);

σ = 1−
or

σ = 1−

cθS
u 2 − c r 2 tan β 2′

(5.5)

(π ) cos β 2′
n
1 − φ 2 tan β 2′

(5.6)

Where “ φ 2 ” is the impeller outlet flow co-efficient and is related as under

φ2 = cr 2 u

(5.7)
2

Wiesner (1967) has presented the following expression for the slip velocity;
cθS =

u 2 cos β 2′

(5.8)

n 0.7

With the slip factor as under (Dixon; 1998, equation 7.19b);
cos β 2′ / n 0.7
σ w = 1−
(1 − φ 2 tan β 2′ )

(5.9)

For an ideal situation where there is no slip the tangential component of the exiting
flow is sum of the relative tangential flow velocity component and the tangential tip
velocity of the impeller as under;
cθ′ 2 = wθ′ 2 + u 2

(5.10)

For radial type impellers the vanes are radially straight with no back-sweep or
forward sweep features and in that case the fluid tangential component becomes
equal to impeller tangential tip velocity i.e. cθ′ 2 = u 2 .
For designing of the compressor rotor blades, the back-sweep blades are
proposed. Although the use of back-sweep blades results in reduction of total
enthalpy increase and lower pressure ratio at a given blade speed as compared to
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the radial type blades, however, back-sweep blades helps reducing losses
associated with the absolute outflow velocity from the impeller. Figure 5.6 shows
the effect on pressure ratio for the back-swept blades with varying outlet angles.

Figure 5.6: Variation of pressure ratio vs blade Mach number of a centrifugal compressor
for selected back-sweep angle ( γ = 1.4 ,η c = 0.8 , σ = 0.9 , φ 2 = 0.375 )[Dixon; 1998]

Back-swept blades also provide reduced impeller discharge Mach number for a
given tip speed. As back-sweep blades result in lower pressure ratio therefore, in
order to maintain a certain pressure ratio, blade speed needs to be increased but it
results in increased blade stresses and higher discharge Mach number. However,
this increase in discharge Mach number associated with increased speed is lower
than what is benefited from the use of back-sweep blades. Variation of discharge
Mach number is presented in Figure 5.7 below.
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Figure 5.7: Variation of impeller exit Mach number vs blade Mach number of a centrifugal
compressor for selected back-sweep angles ( γ = 1.4 , σ = 0.9 , φ 2 = 0.375 ) [Dixon; 1998]

The absolute velocity of flow is related as under:
2

2

c 2 = cθ 2 + c r 2

2

(5.11)

Below is the h-s diagram for the centrifugal compressor:
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Figure 5.8: Mollier diagram for compressor stage [Dixon; 1998]

The fluid is drawn from the atmosphere into the inducer section with certain
velocity ( c 0 ) and the stagnation enthalpy results in the following relationship:
2

c
h00 = h0 + 0
2

(5.12)

Total enthalpy at inlet of the impeller is related through the following relationship:
2

c
h01 = h1 + 1
2

(5.13)

Since no shaft work has been performed on the fluid before the impeller therefore;

h00 = h01

(5.14)

From the Mollier diagram (Figure 5.8) above, the total isentropic temperature at
outlet of the compressor (T03ss) is found from the following relationship:

T03 ss

p 
= T01  03 
 p 01 

( γ −1) / γ

(5.15)

p 03
” is the pressure ratio of the compressor and “ T03 ss ” is isentropic outlet
p 01
temperature (from point 1 up vertically) whereas γ is the ratio of specific heats for
air and is taken to be 1.4.

Where “
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Isentropic enthalpy rise is found from the following relationship;

Δhs = C p (T03ss − T01 )

(5.16)

Real total temperature at compressor exit is found from the relationship below;
( γ −1)

T01  p03 γ
T03 = T01 +
)
− 1
(
η c  p 01


(5.17)

Since there is no increase in total temperature in the diffuser therefore T02 =T03.
However, static temperature at exit of the impeller (T2) is found from the following
relationship;
2
c
(5.18)
T2 = T02 − 2
2C p
Where C p is the specific heat capacity for air at constant pressure and its value is
taken as 1.0045 KJ/Kg. K. It is supposed that there is some drop in total pressure
( p pd ) in the diffuser therefore p02 is found through the following relation:

p 02 =

p 03
(1 − p pd / 100)

(5.19)

Air density at impeller exit is found from the relationship below:
p
ρ2 = 2
(5.20)
RT2
Where “R” is the specific gas constant and is taken as 287 J/Kg. K for air. Air mass
flow rate (kg/s) is calculated from the following relation:
m = 2.π .r2 .b2 .c r 2 .ρ 2

(5.21)

Where “ r2 “and “ b2 ” are the impeller outlet tip radius and the impeller outlet width
respectively.
The real enthalpy rise is found from the relationship below:

Δh = C p (T02 − T01 )

(5.22)

The power required (kW) for compressor operation is calculated using the
following relationship:
P = m .Δh

(5.23)

The total-to-total efficiency was also found through the relationship below;
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Δhs
Δh

(5.24)
5.1.1.1 Conditions at inlet of impeller

Area of the compressor at inlet of the impeller is found from the relation below;
2

2

A1 = 3.142 * (r1 − (r1 − s1) 2 )
Where
r1
impeller inlet radius
s1
impeller inlet blade height

(5.25)

Stagnation density at inlet of the impeller is found from the relation below;

ρ 01 = p 00 /( R.T00 )

(5.26)

Where
total pressure at inlet of the compressor
total temperature at inlet of the compressor

p 00
T00

Axial velocity at inlet of the impeller takes the following relation;

c x1 = m /( A1 .ρ 01 )

(5.27)

Tangential speed of the impeller is found using the mean inlet radius by the
relation below;
u1 = Ω * (r1 − s1 / 2)

(5.28)

From the velocity diagram above (Figure 5.4), the relation for tangential
component of the relative velocity at the impeller inlet is found as under;

wθ 1 = −u1

(5.29)

Therefore, relative flow angle at inlet of the impeller is given by the relation below;

β1 = tan −1 ( wθ 1 / c x1 )

(5.30)

5.1.2 Regenerator
One of the key parameter for the regenerator performance is its effectiveness,
which is given by the following relation [Incropera and DeWitt; 1990];

ε =(

C c Tair _ 3 − Tair _ 2
)(
)
C min Tgas _ 5 − Tair _ 2

(5.31)

Where;
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ε

Tair _ 3

regenerator effectiveness, (%)
heat capacity rate of the cold medium, (J/kg/K)
minimum heat capacity rate with lower value, in this case
the air, (J/kg/K)
air temperature at outlet of the regenerator, (K)

Tair _ 2

air temperature at inlet of the regenerator, (K)

Tgas _ 5

hot gas temperature at inlet of the regenerator, (K)

C c = m c .C c
C min

From the relation above, air temperature at outlet of the regenerator is found as
under;
Tair _ 3 = Tair _ 2 + ε (

C min
)(Tgas _ 5 − Tair _ 2 )
Cc

(5.32)

Calculations have been made by considering the effectiveness as 85% with a
pressure drop of 2.5% across the heat exchanger. Kang and McKeirnan (2003)
have tested a primary surface, counter flow, annular type recuperator for 200kW
MGT with effectiveness of 90% with total pressure drop of less than 2.5%. Exhaust
gas temperature at inlet of the regenerator varies with overall cycle pressure for
the same TIT. Wolf et al. (2008) have reported that increased cycle pressure ratio
reduces the size of high-pressure components, particularly the recuperator,
reduces recuperator-inlet temperature (RIT) for the same TIT.
Heat recovered in the regenerator is found by the relation below;
Pre cov ered = m air * C p − air (Tair _ 3 − Tair _ 2 ) / 1000

(5.33)

With;
Pre cov ered
m air

heat recovered, (kW)
air mass flow rate, (kg/s)

C p − air

average specific heat capacity of air, (J/kg/K)

Outlet pressure of the air is calculated by the following equation;

p air _ 3 = (1 − p pd / 100) * p air _ 2

(5.34)

Where;

p air _ 3

air pressure at outlet of the regenerator, (Pa)

p air _ 2

air pressure at inlet of the regenerator, (Pa)

Ppd

pressure drop across the regenerator, (%)

Temperature of gas at outlet of the regenerator is found through the following
relation;
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Pre cov ered
) *1000
m gas * C p _ gas

(5.35)

Where;

Tgas _ 6

gas temperature at outlet of the regenerator,

Tgas _ 5

(K)
gas temperature at inlet of the regenerator,

Pre cov ered
m gas

(K)
Heat recovered, (kW)
hot gas flow rate, (kg/s)

C p _ gas

average specific heat capacity of hot gas,
(J/kg/K)

Finally the pressure of hot exhaust gas at outlet of the regenerator is calculated
using the relation below;

p gas _ 6 = (1 − p pd / 100) * p gas _ 5

(5.36)

With;

p gas _ 6

hot gas pressure at outlet of the regenerator,

p gas _ 5

(Pa)
hot gas pressure at inlet of the regenerator,

p pd

(Pa)
pressure drop across the regenerator, (%)

The pressure drop across the recuperator has a drastic impact on the cycle
performance and higher pressure drop instead of giving better efficiency may
result in loss of cycle efficiency. Thermal efficiency of the cycle increases with
increase in recuperator effectiveness and decreases with increase in pressure
drop across the recuperator.
5.1.3 Combustor
It is the component where fuel combustion takes place in combination with the air.
For an internally fired gas turbine, the combustor is placed between the
compressor and the turbine for simple gas turbine cycle whereas it is placed
between the recuperator and the turbine for recuperated cycle. As regards EFGT,
the fuel is fired in the combustor and produced hot gases are passed through the
high temperature heat exchanger wherein heat is extracted by flowing air coming
from the compressor outlet. In gas turbine there is lean combustion i.e. more air is
added than what is needed if fuel is fired at stoichiometric conditions. This is in
order to get some reasonable temperature what is called TIT.
Combustor works much efficiently with combustion efficiency of even up to 99%
with some pressure drop across the combustor. Isomura et al. (2003) have tested
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the canister type combustor (less than 4% losses) with 99.9% efficiency for the
hydrogen and the methane employed in an MGT having centrifugal compressor
and centrifugal turbine with 10 mm of diameters.
For small engines with higher shaft speeds the combustor employed is normally
the short of annular reverse-flow type [Tuccillo and Cameretti; 2005]. However,
turning of flow in the combustor makes these machines more complex and
expensive in addition to having a limited operating range thus limiting the overall
performance of conventional radial gas turbine.
An energy balance over the combustor is made as under (indices are placed with
respect to control points of internally fired gas turbine):

m air _ 3 .hair _ 3 + m fuel .LHV .η comb + m fuel .h fuel = m gas _ 4 .hgas _ 4

(5.37)

The specific fuel consumption is defined as the amount of fuel required burning
unit mass of air and is related as under;
m fuel
β=
(5.38)
m air
Energy balance in the combustor provides the following relation for specific fuel
consumption (derivation is presented in Appendix-A);

β=

hgas _ 4 − hair _ 3

(5.39)

LHV .η comb + h fuel − hgas _ 4

Fuel required in the combustor for certain TIT and power output of the machine is
calculated through specific fuel consumption for certain air flow rate. Complete
combustion has been considered with CO2, H2O, N2 and O2 as combustion
products for lean combustion, however, O2 is absent if the combustion takes place
at stoichiometric conditions. Enthalpy of combustion products is found by using the
ideal-gas mixture principle by the relation below;

hgas _ 4 = xCO 2 .hCO 2 + x H 2O .hH 2O + x N 2 .hN 2 + xO 2 .hO 2

(5.40)

Similarly entropy of the combustion products has been found by the relation;

s gas _ 4 = xCO 2 .sCO 2 + x H 2O .s H 2O + x N 2 .s N 2 + xO 2 .s O 2

(5.41)

Mass balance at the combustor provides that mass of combustion products is sum
of the masses of air and fuel as under;

m gas = m air + m fuel

(5.42)

For complete combustion of the fuel the following chemical equation has been
established;
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( xCH 4 CH 4 + x H 2 .H 2 + xCO .CO + xCO2 CO2 + x N 2 N 2 ) + λ (0.22125)(O2 + 3.76 N 2 ) →
( xCH 4 + xCO + xCO2 )CO2 + (2.xCH 4 + x H 2 ) H 2 O +

( 1 x + x + 0.22125λ − ( x + x + x ) − 1 (2.x + x ))O
CO2
CH 4
CO
CO2
CH 4
H2
2
 2 CO
2
( x + 0.22125 × 3.76λ ) N
2
 N2



+




(5.43)

In the equation above; “ x ”, represents the mole co-efficient of individual
components and λ is the air-excess-factor and its value is taken as unity for
stoichiometric conditions. For values of air-excess-factor greater than unity the
combustion is called lean combustion i.e. more air is reacting than what is required
for stoichiometric combustion and this results in low temperature at outlet of the
combustor. For values less than unity the mixture is called rich mixture. Airexcess- factor is given by the following relationship;

λ=

AFRreal
AFRstoichiometric

(5.44)

AFR is the air-to-fuel ratio on mass basis which can be related to molar basis
( AFR ) by the following relation;
AFR = AFR(

M air
)
M fuel

(5.45)

For the producer gas at stoichiometric conditions with air and fuel at 298K, air-tofuel ratio on mole basis is found to be 1.0535(mole of air/mole of fuel) which
results in air-to-fuel ratio on mass basis to be 1.157(kg of air/kg of fuel).
The temperature of fuel exiting from the gasifier is expected to be around 400 0C
[Jahns Frederick; 2008], however, after passing through the cleaning unit the fuel
temperature will be about 60 0C [Brusson Nicolas; 2008]. The Adiabatic Flame
Temperature (AFT) of the fuel is affected by the fuel temperature, temperature of
reacting air thus the resulting mixture temperature and also the amount of excess
air.
Theoretically, AFT is the maximum at stoichiometric conditions and falls off with
both rich and lean mixture. AFT of the fuel at average temperature of fuel and
mixing air is calculated for various air-excess-factors ( λ ). For stoichiometric
conditions with reacting mixture (air fuel mixture) temperature at 298K, the
stoichiometric AFT is found as 1933K. Bohn and Lepers (2003) have reported the
average AFT of wood gas as 2126K. Rodrigues et al. (2003) have found AFT
around 1700 0C (1973K) for producer gas derived from sugar-cane trash with LHV
around 6MJ/Nm3.
The flame temperature also depends on the degree of dissociation, however, for
simplicity dissociation has not been considered in calculations as the similar
approach is adopted by Rodrigues et al. (2003) and Bohn and Lepers (2003).
Table 5.1 and Figure 5.9 below represent the calculated adiabatic flame
temperature for various air-excess-factors with fuel and air temperature at 298K;
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Air Excess Factor
1
2
3
4
5

Flame
Temperature(K)
1933
1441
1183
1020
907

Air Excess Factor
6
7
8
9
10

Flame
Temperature(K)
824
761
712
671
638

Table 5.1:Variation of adiabatic flame temperature with varying air-excessfactor for air and fuel temperature at 298K
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Figure 5.9: Variation of adiabatic flame temperature with varying air-excess-factor for air
and fuel temperature at 298K

AFT increases with increasing the temperature of air and fuel, therefore in order to
see the effects, AFT have also been calculated for fuel temperature to be at 418K
and air at 955K. The values are presented in Table 5.2 and Figure 5.10 which
gives the indication of increased AFT with increasing temperature of fuel and air
as compared with AFT calculated at 298K;

Air Excess Factor
1
2
3
4
5

Flame
Temperature(K)
2200
1788
1577
1448
1361

Air Excess Factor
6
7
8
9
10

Flame
Temperature(K)
1299
1252
1215
1185
1161

Table 5.2: Variation of adiabatic flame temperature with varying air-excessfactor for air temperature at 418K and fuel temperature at 955K
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Figure 5.10: Variation of adiabatic flame temperature with varying air-excess-factor for air
temperature at 418K and fuel temperature at 955K

By taking a 2.5% of pressure drop ( p pd ) across the combustor the pressure after
the combustor is calculated by using the following equation;

p 4 = (1 − p pd / 100) * p3
Where;
p4
p3
p pd

(5.46)

pressure at outlet of the combustor, (kPa)
pressure at inlet of the combustor, (kPa)
pressure drop in the combustor, (%)

5.1.4 Turbine
The hot gases coming from the internal combustor are allowed to expand through
the turbine to get shaft power output. The nozzle guide vanes are used to direct
the flow at some desired angle onto the rotor. Rotor vanes extend radially inward
and make the flow leave at certain desired incidence angle onto the rotor. The
rotor extracts energy in the form of produced torque from the flowing hot gases by
decreasing the magnitude of the tangential velocity component of the fluid while
flowing towards the exit of the rotor. However, the fluid at outlet of the impeller still
may have considerable velocity and therefore an axial diffuser is normally
employed to recover the maximum possible energy.
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Figure 5.11: Layout of radial turbine[Dixon; 1998]

Higher rotational speeds giving higher expansion ratio result in higher efficiency.
For design efficiency as a primary design parameter, the rotor speed should be as
high as possible by taking into account the rotor material and other factors.
Various types of losses in the turbine result in decrease of turbine efficiency. Deng
et al. (2007) have reported the losses due to volute, nozzle, rotor, exit velocity and
exhaust diffuser as 1.5%, 25%, 43%, 19.5% and 11% respectively of the total loss
at design point of 100kW MGT with TIT as 1173K. It has been investigated by the
authors that the rotor loss co-efficient decreases at higher rotational speeds and is
opposite at lower rotational speeds with increasing expansion ratio. The rotor
makes the major part of total energy loss of the stage. Rotor energy loss and the
stage efficiency are greatly dependent on rotor incidence flow angle. For IFR
turbines, optimal range of rotor inflow incidence angle is from -10 to -40 degree
[Deng et al; 2007].
5.1.4.1 Conditions at rotor inlet
The inlet of the turbine rotor blades can be of radial type (90 degree Inward-Flow
Radial turbine) or non-radial (swept one). Despite better performance the nonradial (back-swept) blades are generally not employed to avoid additional stresses
due to bending (Dixon; 1998). In order to keep the mass flow rate through the
turbine balanced at inlet and the outlet, one of the geometric parameters i.e. inlet
rotor blade width (b2 ) is not kept constant instead is set as variable and calculated
by the following relation;

b2 = m gas /(2 * 3.142 * r2 * c m 2 * ρ 2 )
Where;
r2
cm2

ρ2

(5.47)

rotor inlet radius, (m)
radial/ inlet velocity, (m/s)
static density of the gas, (kg/m3)

c m 2 is found from the following relation;
cm 2 = u 2 * φ2

(5.48)
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Where;

φ2
u2

impeller flow co-efficient
impeller tip tangential velocity, (m/s)

Assuming a certain total pressure drop ( p pd ) in the nozzle, with total pressure
( p 01 ) at inlet of the nozzle, the total pressure ( p 02 ) at the exit of the nozzle (inlet of
the rotor) is obtained as under;

p 02 = (1 − p pd / 100) * p 01

(5.49)

Figure 5.12: Mollier diagram for 90 degree Inward Flow Radial turbine and diffuser [Dixon;
1998]

Total temperature at nozzle outlet ( T02 ) is taken equal to the temperature at inlet of
the nozzle ( T01 ). The stagnation density at the rotor inlet is calculated by the
relation;

ρ 02 = p 02 /( R * T02 )

(5.50)

Where,

R

ρ 02

gas constant, (J/Kg/K)
stagnation density at outlet of the nozzle (inlet of the
rotor), (Kg/m3)
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The tangential component ( cθ 2 ) of the absolute flow velocity at the rotor inlet is
related as under;

cθ 2 = c m 2 * tan(α 2 )

(5.51)

Where

α2

absolute flow angle at inlet of rotor, (degrees)

Figure 5.13: Velocity diagrams for radial turbine [Dixon; 1998]

The absolute flow velocity ( c 2 ) is found from the relation below;

c 2 = c m 2 / cos(α 2 )

(5.52)

The static temperature at inlet of the rotor is calculated by the relation;
2

T2 = T02 − c 2 /(2 * C p )
Where
Cp

(5.53)

specific heat capacity of gas at constant pressure,
(J/Kg/K)

Whereas the static inlet pressure is obtained by using the relation below;

p 2 = p02 * (T2 / T02 ) γ /(γ −1)

(5.54)

Where;

γ

ratio of specific heats

Having calculated the static temperature and the pressure at inlet of the impeller,
static density ( ρ 2 ) at inlet of the rotor is calculated by the relation;

ρ 2 = p 2 /( R * T2 )

(5.55)

The tangential component of the relative flow velocity is found from the relation;

wθ 2 = cθ 2 − u 2

(5.56)
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And the relative flow velocity ( w2 ) is calculated from the relation below;
2

2

w2 = ( wθ 2 + c m 2 )1 / 2

(5.57)

Now the relative flow angle is calculated by the equation;

β 2 = tan −1 ( wθ 2 / cθ 2 )

(5.58)

5.1.4.2 Conditions at rotor outlet
Several design parameters are critical for designing the rotor including flow angle
at the rotor exit ( β 3 ), ratio of the meridional velocity at exit of the rotor to the blade
tip speed at the rotor inlet ( c m 3 / u 2 ), the ratio of the tip radius at rotor exit to the tip
radius at inlet of the rotor ( r3 / r2 ) and the ratio of hub to the shroud radius at exit
of the rotor ( rh 3 / r3 ). Rotor outlet blade height ( s3 ) is set through the following
relation;

s3 = r3 − rh 3
Where,
r3
rh 3

(5.59)
shroud radius at exit of the rotor
hub radius at exit of the rotor

and the average blade radius ( rave3 ) is related by the equation below;

rave3 = r3 − s3 / 2

(5.60)

To get the best efficiency for IFR turbines, the ratio of the blade average outlet
blade radius and the rotor tip radius at the inlet ( rave3 / r2 ) should not exceed 0.7 to
avoid excessive curvature of the shroud. Also the hub to shroud ratio at exit of the
rotor ( rh 3 / r3 ) should not exceed 0.4 to avoid flow blockage due to closely spaced
vanes [Dixon; 1998].
Euler’s equation provides the relation for the enthalpy drop across the rotor as
under;

Δho = u 2 * cθ 2 − u 3 * cθ 3
Where,
Δho
u3

cθ 3
u2
cθ 2

(5.61)

enthalpy drop across the rotor, (J/kg)
rotor tip tangential speed at exit of the rotor, (m/s)
tangential component of the absolute flow velocity at exit
of the rotor, (m/s)
rotor tip tangential speed at inlet of the rotor, (m/s)
tangential component of the absolute flow velocity at inlet
of the rotor, (m/s)
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The tangential component of the absolute flow velocity ( cθ 3 ) at the rotor outlet is
related as under;

cθ 3 = u 3 + wθ 3

(5.62)

Where tangential component of the relative flow velocity is calculated by the
relation;

wθ 3 = c x 3 * tan( β 3 )
Where,
c x3

(5.63)

Axial component of the absolute flow velocity at exit of the
rotor, (m/s)
relative flow angle at exit of the rotor, (degrees)

β3

In order to find the value of swirl velocity at the exit ( cθ 3 ) to be used in calculating
the value of enthalpy drop, an assumed value of axial flow velocity ( c x 3 ) was taken
for a certain relative flow angle ( β 3 ). Iterative process was adopted thereby
balancing the mass flow rate at inlet and outlet of the turbine rotor to get the final
value of axial flow velocity ( c x 3 ) and therefore the final value of swirl velocity ( cθ 3 ).
The absolute exit velocity ( c3 ) is then calculated as under;
2

2

c3 = (cθ 3 + c x 3 )1 / 2

(5.64)

For an IFR turbine for the best efficiency the ratio of axial flow velocity at the rotor
exit and the tangential velocity of the rotor tip at inlet of the rotor (c x 3 / u 2 ) is
between 0.2-0.3 [Dixon; 1998].
The relative flow velocity ( wave3 ) at the mean exit radius is found as under;
2

2

wave3 = ( wθ 3 + c x 3 )1 / 2

(5.65)

Where, wθ 3 is tangential component of the relative exit velocity (m/s).
In order to get low pressure loss the ratio of relative flow velocity at the mean exit
radius to the inlet relative flow velocity ( wave3 / w2 ) should be around 2 [Dixon;
1998].
Isentropic enthalpy drop ( Δho s ) is calculated through the relationship;

Δho s = Δho / η tt

(5.66)
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Where, η tt is the expander total-to-total efficiency; taken as 0.82. Shih et al. (2006)
have reported an isentropic efficiency of 0.82 for 10kW MGT. Isentropic total
temperature ( T03ss ) at outlet of the rotor is found by using the relation below;

T03ss = T02 − Δho s / C p

(5.67)

The total to total pressure ratio ( pi ) is found by the relation;

pi = (T01 / T03 ss ) γ /(γ −1)

(5.68)

Where

γ

ratio of specific heats

The total temperature at outlet of the rotor is found from the relation;

T03 = T02 − Δho / C p

(5.69)

Whereas the static temperature at outlet of the rotor is calculated using the
relation;
2

T3 = T03 − c3 /(2 * C p )

(5.70)

And the total pressure at outlet of the rotor is obtained as under;

p 03 = p02 / pi

(5.71)

Whereas the static pressure at outlet of the rotor is related as under;

p3 = p 03 * (T3 / T03 ) γ /(γ −1)

(5.72)

The static density ( ρ 3 ) at outlet of the rotor is found through the relation;

ρ 3 = p3 /( R * T3 )

(5.73)

The mass flow rate ( m 3 ) at outlet of the rotor is calculated by the equation below;

m 3 = c x 3 * ρ 3 * A3

(5.74)

Where the passage area at outlet of the rotor is found by the relation;

A3 = 2 * 3.142 * rave3 * s3

(5.75)

At outlet of the rotor the Mach number ( M 3 ) is calculated using the equation;

M 3 = c3 / a3

(5.76)
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Where “ a3 ” is speed of sound and is related as under;

a3 = (γ * R * T3 )1 / 2

(5.77)

The equation below was also employed to verify the calculations [Dixon;1998,
equation 8.4a];

Δho =

[

1
2
2
2
2
2
2
* (u 2 − u 3 ) − ( w2 − w3 ) + (c 2 − c3 )
2

]

(5.78)

The shaft power ( P ) (kWatts) produced by the turbine is calculated by the relation;

P = Δho * m gas / 1000

(5.79)

Where,

m gas

mass flow rate through the turbine, (kg/s)

Δho

enthalpy drop across the rotor, (J/Kg)

Therefore, the net electrical power produced ( Pel ) is found using the relation
below;

Pel = ( P *η m − Pcomp ) *η g

(5.80)

Where,

ηm
Pcomp

mechanical efficiency taken as 0.95
Power required by the compressors (air and fuel

ηg

compression)
generator efficiency, taken as 0.90

The electrical efficiency of the machine (η el ) is obtained by the equation below;
η el = ( Pel / Pfuel ) *100
(5.81)
Where

Pfuel

fuel power supplied in the combustor, (kW)

Fuel power is calculated through the following relation;

Pfuel = m fuel * LHV

(5.82)

Finally the overall thermal efficiency (η th ) is obtained using the relation;

η th = (( Pel + Pre cov ered ) / Pfuel ) *100

(5.83)
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Where,
Pre cov ered

heat recovered in the exhaust heat exchanger, (kW)

5.1.5 Exhaust Heat Recovery
In order to recover the maximum possible heat energy from the hot exhaust gas,
gas-to-water heat exchanger is employed. One important consideration while
recovering the heat energy is the exhaust gas outlet temperature, which is kept
over 200 0C to avoid condensation in the heat exchanger. However, this results in
lower heat energy recovery potential from the exhaust gases. The inlet water
temperature to the heat exchanger is taken as 50 0C whereas outlet water
temperature is set at 80 0C. Water flow rate is adjusted to achieve the exhaust gas
outlet temperature over 200 0C. The amount of heat recovered in the heat
exchanger is calculated by the following relation;
Pre cov ered = m water * C p − water * (Twater _ out − Twater _ in ) / 1000

(5.84)

Where;
Pre cov ered
m water

Heat recovered, (kW)
water mass flow rate, (kg/s)

C p − water

average specific heat capacity of water, (J/kg/K)

Through the energy balance, temperature of exhaust gas after the heat exchanger
is found by the equation as under;

Tgas _ 7 = Tgas _ 6 − (

Pre cov ered
) *1000
m gas * C p − gas

(5.85)

Where;
C p − gas

average specific heat capacity of exhaust gas, (J/kg/K)

By assuming the pressure drop ( p pd ) of 2.5% across the heat exchanger, the total
pressure of exhaust gas after the heat exchanger is found through the relation;

p gas _ 7 = (1 − p pd / 100) * p gas _ 6

(5.86)

5.1.6 Fuel Compression
For the gas turbine to be fed with lower heating contents fuels (like producer gas),
comparatively large amount of fuel is required to be supplied in the combustor as
compared to the gas turbine fed with higher heating contents fuels. Since
combustor operates at pressure level equal to the pressure of air after the
regenerator (in case of internally fired gas turbine), which requires fuel
compression in order to be fed in the combustor. Therefore, a separate
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compressor is employed for the fuel compression. Although compression of fuel
requires additional power which affects the cycle efficiency, however, at the same
time temperature of fuel is increased in the compression process, which results in
somewhat decreased fuel requirements. However, as a whole electrical output
thus the electrical efficiency of the cycle decreases due to the power consumed for
the fuel compression.

5.2 Externally Fired Micro Gas Turbine (EFGT) Cycle
In EFGT, high temperature heat exchanger is employed to extract the heat energy
supplied by the hot gases from the combustor. In EFGT cycle, combustor is placed
in such a way that the hot gases from the combustor are not directly fed to the
turbine, instead are passed through the external high temperature heat exchanger
to recover the heat. Air after the compressor is passed through the high
temperature heat exchanger where thermal exchange between the hot gases and
the air results in heat extraction thus raises the air temperature at outlet of the high
temperature heat exchanger to be fed in the turbine. The overall system layout
describing the indices employed for defining the thermodynamic model of
individual components for EFGT cycle is presented in Appendix-D. Below is the
schematic for EFGT cycle;
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HEA TREC2

WA TOUT1
WA TERIN1

WA TOUT2

WA TERIN2
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A IR3
5
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HEA TEXCH
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W
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2

A IR2

3B
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SHA FT3
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A IRCOMP
1
BIOGAS1
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Figure 5.14: Schematic for EFGT cycle [Aspen software]

In order to increase the overall efficiency of the cycle, the maximum possible heat
energy is recovered from the hot exhaust air and exhaust gas paths, before they
are allowed to escape to the atmosphere. For EFGT case, different two paths exist
for heat recovery; one for hot exhaust air and the other for hot exhaust gases. In
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the former path heat from the hot exhaust air exiting from the turbine outlet is first
extracted by employing the regenerator (recuperator) for heating up the air to be
fed to the combustor followed by the heat extraction by employing air-to-water
heat exchanger. In the exhaust gas path, after the high temperature heat
exchanger, heat energy is extracted by employing gas-to-water heat exchanger.
Below is the h-s diagram giving the overall thermodynamic information of
0.986kWel EFGT cycle (details of the cycle are presented in 7.4). First but little
heat energy by the cycle is gained in the compressor. It is the high temperature
heat exchanger in the EFGT cycle where almost whole of the heat energy transfer
to the cycle takes place. After the high temperature heat exchanger, expansion of
hot air takes place in the expander resulting in drop of temperature. As seen from
the h-s diagram, lesser temperature drop takes place in the expander, which is
due to the lower expansion ratio across the expander. After the expander the hot
expanding air is passed through the regenerator, where the heat energy is
transferred to the cold air coming from the compressor in the external path of the
cycle. The last temperature drop in the cycle occurs in the air-to-water heat
exchanger before the exhaust air is allowed to go to the stack.
h-s diagram
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Figure 5.15: h-s diagram for overall cycle of 0.986kWel machine-EFGT

Detailed description of the components of the cycle like compressor, regenerator,
combustor and the turbine are not presented here as they have already been
presented (5.1.1, 5.1.2, 5.1.3 and 5.1.4).
5.2.1 High Temperature Heat Exchanger
The amount of heat transferred in the heat exchanger depends on effectiveness
( ε ) of the heat exchanger, which is related by the following formula;

ε = (C air C min )

Tair _ 3 − Tair _ 2

(5.87)

Tgas _ 1 − Tair _ 2
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Where,
Tair _ 2

temperature of air at inlet of the high temperature heat

Tair _ 3

exchanger, (K )
temperature of air at outlet of the high temperature heat

Tgas _ 1

exchanger, (K )
temperature of hot gases at inlet of the high temperature

C air = m air .C p _ air

heat exchanger, (K )
heat capacity rate of air, from the compressor side (cold
medium), (W/K)

C min may take the value of either C air or C gas with C gas = m gas .C p , gas , which is the

heat capacity rate of gases (hot medium). However, air flow rate in the combustor
is maintained in such a way that the heat capacity rate of the cold medium (air)
stays lower than the heat capacity rate of the hot gases i.e. C air < C gas .
Effectiveness of 85% is used to calculate the air temperature at outlet of the heat
exchanger by the relation below;

Tair _ 3 = Tair _ 2 + ε (C min C air ) (Tgas _ 1 − Tair _ 2 )

(5.88)

Heat balance over the heat exchanger gives the relation as under;
m air .C p _ air (Tair _ 3 − Tair _ 2 ) = m gas .C p _ gas (Tgas _ 1 − Tgas _ 2 )

(5.89)

Where,

Tgas _ 2

temperature of hot gases at outlet of the high temperature
heat exchanger, (K )

Left hand side of the equation 5.89 above gives the amount of heat extracted and
the right hand side gives the heat supplied by the hot medium. Therefore the
amount of heat extracted (kW) by the cold medium is given as under;
Pre cov ered = m air .C p _ air (Tair _ 3 − Tair _ 2 ) / 1000

(5.90)

Temperature of hot gases decreases while delivering the heat energy to the
passing air and the outlet temperature of gases is found by the relation below;

Tgas _ 2 = Tgas _ 1 − (

Pre cov ered
) *1000
m gas * C p _ gas

(5.91)

By assuming the pressure drop ( p pd ) of 2.5% across the heat exchanger, the total
pressure of air after the high temperature heat exchanger is found through the
relation;

p air _ 3 = (1 − p pd / 100) * p air _ 2

(5.92)
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Similarly the total pressure of gases after the high temperature heat exchanger is
found by the relation;

p gas _ 2 = (1 − p pd / 100) * p gas _ 1

(5.93)

5.2.2 Exhaust Heat Recoveries
For EFGT cycle, in order to recover the maximum possible heat energy from the
hot exhaust air/gas paths, two heat exchangers are employed; one air-to-water for
hot exhaust air path and the other gas-to-water for exhaust gas path.
5.2.2.1 Gas-to-Water Heat Exchanger
One important consideration while recovering the heat energy is the exhaust gas
outlet temperature, which is kept over 200 0C to avoid condensation in the heat
exchanger. However, this results in lower heat energy recovery potential from the
exhaust gases. The inlet water temperature to the heat exchanger is taken as 50
0
C whereas outlet water temperature is set at 80 0C. Water flow rate is adjusted to
achieve the exhaust gas outlet temperature over 200 0C. The amount of heat
recovered in the heat exchanger is calculated by the following relation;
Pre cov ered = m water * C p − water * (Twater _ out 2 − Twater _ in 2 ) / 1000

(5.94)

Where;
Pre cov ered
m water

Heat recovered, (kW)
water mass flow rate, (kg/s)

C p − water

average specific heat capacity of water, (J/kg/K)

Through the energy balance, temperature of exhaust gas after the heat exchanger
is found by the equation as under;

Tgas _ 3 = Tgas _ 2 − (

Pre cov ered
) *1000
m gas * C p − gas

(5.95)
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Where;
average specific heat capacity of exhaust gas, (J/kg/K)

C p − gas

By assuming the pressure drop ( p pd ) of 2.5% across the heat exchanger, the total
pressure of exhaust gas after the heat exchanger is found through the relation;

p gas _ 3 = (1 − p pd / 100) * p gas _ 2

(5.96)

It is found that heat recovery is very much dependent on the inlet water
temperature. With higher inlet water temperature less heat is recovered whereas
for lower inlet water temperature the heat recovery is higher.
5.2.2.2 Air-to-Water Heat Exchanger
In this heat exchanger, by assuming the heat exchanger effectiveness ( ε ) to be
85%, the temperature of water after passing through the heat exchanger is
obtained by the equation below;

Twater _ out 2 = Twater _ in1 + ε (C min / C water )(Tair _ 5 − Twater _ in1 )

(5.97)

Where,
C min = m gas .C p _ air

heat capacity rate of the medium with lower value, in this

C water = m water .C p _ water

case is the exhaust air, (W/K)
heat capacity rate of water, (W/K)

The heat extracted (kW) is found through the relation below;
Pre cov ered = m water * C p − water * (Twater _ out 2 − Twater _ in1 ) / 1000

(5.98)

Through the energy balance, temperature of exhaust gas after the heat exchanger
is found by the equation as under;

Tair _ 6 = Tair _ 5 − (

Pre cov ered
) *1000
m air * C p − air

(5.99)

By assuming the pressure drop ( p pd ) of 2.5% across the heat exchanger, the total
pressure of exhaust air after the heat exchanger is found through the relation;

p air _ 6 = (1 − p pd / 100) * p air _ 5

(5.100)

Also here the inlet water temperature is taken as 50 0C and water flow rate is
adjusted in such a way that the water outlet temperature reaches to 80 0C. It is
also found that heat recovery is very much dependent on the inlet water
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temperature. With higher inlet water temperature less heat is recovered whereas
for lower inlet water temperature the heat recovery is higher.
5.2.3 Fuel Compression
For EFGT, two flow paths; internal and external exist and the combustor is located
in the external one. Although pressure level in the external flow path is lower than
the pressure level in the internal one, however, sufficient enough pressure is
required for the air to the combustor so that the resulting hot gases from the
combustor easily come over the pressure drops through the various components
of the external flow path. Therefore, not only fuel compression is required but also
compression of air for the combustor is needed. Separate compressors are
therefore employed for the fuel and the air compression. Fuel is compressed to a
pressure of 112kPa.
5.2.4 Air Compression (External Flow Path)
The air to be fed in the combustor is first heated in the regenerator to extract the
heat energy from the expanding hot air from the turbine. Therefore, to compensate
some pressure drop across the regenerator, a little higher pressure is required for
the air as compared to the fuel. By assuming a pressure drop of 2.5% in the
regenerator, air needs to be compressed to a level of 114.872kPa in order to
match with the fuel pressure of 112kPa at inlet of the combustor.
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6 NUMERICAL STUDIES
Towards numerical studies, geometry for the compressor has been taken from
ANSYS TurboGrid 11. The geometry has been downscaled in order to match with
the geometry of turbo charger available in the HPT Lab with more attention to
closely match the impeller inlet and the outlet radii (r1 and r2). Below is the
geometry information of impeller of the compressor;
Impeller
inlet
radius,
r1(mm)
14.7

Impeller
outlet
radius,
r2(mm)
26

Compressor Geometry
Impeller
Impeller
Blade leading
inlet blade outlet
edge angle,
height,
width,
β1(degree)
s1(mm)
b2(mm)
9.80
1.5
-58

Blade trailing
edge
(backsweep) angle,
β2(degree)
-29.60

Table 6.1: Geometry of impeller of the compressor

Based on the downscaled compressor geometry, a single blade passage mesh
has been generated in ANSYS TurboGrid 11. H/J/C/L-grid topology definition is
used for the mesh generation. A complete 360 degree compressor comprises 12
number of blade passages. View of a single blade passage is presented in the
figure below;

Figure 6.1: view of single blade passage (Inlet, Impeller and Diffuser)
Table below shows the mesh information for a coarse mesh with node counts
of 20000, generated in the ANSYS TurboGgrid;
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Coarse Mesh
Nodes
4420
17782
1911
24113

Elements
3648
14852
1440
19940

Table 6.2: Mesh information of a coarse mesh (node counts 20000) for a single
blade passage (Inlet, Impeller and Diffuser)

A single blade passage consists of three components; inlet, impeller and the
diffuser. For simulations, inlet and diffuser parts are taken as stationary whereas
impeller is set as rotating frame of reference. In order to join three components
together, first interface is placed at exit of inlet and inlet of the impeller, whereas
the second interface is made at exit of the impeller and inlet of the diffuser.
Time dependent flow characteristics can be either the steady or the unsteady
state. Under steady state simulations the flow characteristics do not change with
time, therefore, requires no real time information to describe them. Unsteady
simulations do require real time information to determine the time intervals at
which the solver calculates the flow field. Flow exhibit unsteady behavior normally
in the initial stage of the flow setup or it can be associated with the flow conditions
like the flows particularly driven by buoyancy. Situation may arise while running
steady state simulation where it becomes difficult to get solution to converge
regardless of mesh quality and time-step sizing. This can be due to the transient
flow behavior. The situation may be the steady state simulation with oscillatory
behavior of the residual plots. It is the transient effect if the period of oscillation of
residual plots remains unchanged by changing the time-step size.
Frozen Rotor interface model has been selected for the steady state simulations
and then these results are taken as initial values for the transient simulations.
Frozen Rotor interface model takes least amount of computational efforts as
compared to the others frame change/mixing models. To know the temperature
throughout the flow, “Total Energy” as a heat transfer model is used. Two equation
turbulence model; k − ε is used as it offers a good compromise between
numerical effort and the computational accuracy. Scalable “wall function” approach
is adopted to account for the wall effects as it also accommodates well the
relatively coarse mesh.
In transient modeling, the interfaces are set as “Transient Rotor-Stator” with
physical time-steps of 2.50068e-5s and total time of 5.00136e-4s for 20 time-steps
for 1 pitch to achieve. For a single blade passage, 1 pitch covers 30 degree
(0.5237 radians) of rotation, whereas for a 360 degree complete compressor, 1
pitch covers 360 degree (6.2857 radians) of rotation. Steady as well as unsteady
state modeling has been performed for single blade passage, a complete
compressor (360 degree model), a compressor connected with inlet straight pipe
and also with 90 degree bended inlet pipe.
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6.1 Convergence Study-influence of mesh size
In order to evaluate the effects of mesh size on the simulation results, as a first
step, the mesh convergence study was performed for various mesh sizes. As a
first step a coarse mesh with node counts of 20000 is generated in the TurboGrid11 and is then further refined to the higher node counts. For increasing the mesh
size, a method called “Target Passage Nodes” is adopted for various node counts
target of 40000, 45000, 50000, 60000, 70000, 80000, 90000, 160000 and 320000.
“Near Wall Element Size Specification” is performed by adopting the method;
“Normalized”. Table 6.3 below shows the mesh information for various mesh sizes;
Mesh size
Node count 20000
Node count 40000
Node count 45000
Node count 50000
Node count 60000
Node count 70000
Node count 80000
Node count 90000
Node count
160000
Node count
320000

In-block(S1)
nodes elements
4420
3648
7475
6336
7475
6336
8625
7392
10925
9504
12075
10560
14375
12672
13200
11520
21033
18720

Passage(R1)
nodes
elements
17802
14852
41035
35360
41035
35360
46825
40802
58405
51686
64195
57128
75775
68012
91880
81695
170583 154932

Out-block(S2)
nodes elements
1911
1440
3224
2520
3224
2520
3720
2940
4712
3780
5208
4200
6200
5040
6560
5400
10659
9000

34300

323508

18300

31104

300088

15840

Table 6.3: Detailed mesh information for various mesh sizes

Below are presented the various views of the coarse mesh with node counts of
20000;
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Figure 6.2: Blade-to-blade plane (inlet, impeller and diffuser) of a coarse mesh (node
counts 20000)

Figure 6.3: Blade-to-blade passage (inlet, impeller and diffuser) of a coarse mesh (node
counts 20000)
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Figure 6.4: Shroud and Hub Layers of a coarse mesh (node counts 20000)

Figure 6.5: Shroud plane of a coarse mesh (node counts 20000)
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Figure 6.6: Hub plane of a coarse mesh (node counts 20000)

For all the above mentioned mesh sizes, simulations are performed for rotational
speed of 120000rpm at static outlet pressure of 120 kPa with interfaces (S1-R1
and R1-S2) set at “Stage”. Table 6.4 below shows the detailed boundary
conditions;
Location
Boundary
type
Flow regime
Wall
influence
Wall
roughness
Heat transfer
Mass and
momentum
Frame type
Flow
direction
Turbulence

Compressor
inlet (S1 inlet)

Impeller (R1
Blade)

Diffuser (S2
outlet)

Periodic
sides

inlet

Wall

outlet

Interface

Subsonic

-

Subsonic

-

-

No slip

-

-

-

Smooth Wall

-

-

Total
temperature

Adiabatic

-

Total pressure

-

Normal to
boundary
condition
Medium

Rotating

Average static
pressure
-

Conservative
interface flux
Conservative
interface flux
-

-

-

-

-

-

Conservative
interface flux

Table 6.4: Boundary conditions for a single blade passage-influence of mesh
size
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Mass flow average values of performance parameters (total pressure, static
pressure, total temperature and mass flow rate) are taken at inlet of in-block(S1)
and at outlet of the out-block(S2). The CFD results of pressure ratio (total-to-total)
for each mesh size are presented in the table below;
Mesh size
Node count 20000
Node count 40000
Node count 45000
Node count 50000
Node count 60000
Node count 70000
Node count 80000
Node count 90000
Node count 160000
Node count 320000

Pressure ratio (total to total)
1.5434
1.5416
1.5416
1.5456
1.5446
1.5441
1.5448
1.5435
1.5385
1.5364

Table 6.5: CFD results for various mesh sizes-influence of mesh size

The variation of results can been seen from the graph below;
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Figure 6.7: CFD results for various mesh sizes-influence of mesh size

Values presented in the Table 6.5 and the Figure 6.7 show no consistent trend in
the results for various mesh sizes. However, the pressure ratio for node counts of
50000 stays higher. For onward compressor simulations coarse mesh size with
node counts of 20000 has been opted as it gives average results and it also saves
excessive computational efforts. Also coarse mesh size provides reasonable mesh
size for a 360 degree complete compressor system connected with inlet pipe.
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6.2 Convergence study-influence of RMS residual target
Convergence study has been performed to know the influence of the RMS residual
target on the results. Simulations have been performed for RMS residual target of
1e-4, 5e-5 and 1e-5 for a single blade passage. The boundary conditions applied
are the same as presented in Table 6.4 above.
Mass flow average values of performance parameters (total pressure, static
pressure, total temperature and mass flow rate) are taken at inlet of in-blcok(S1)
and at outlet of the out-block(S2). Figure 6.8 below presents the results for the
convergence study for a coarse mesh with node counts of 20000 at rotational
speed of 120000rpm with interfaces (S1-R1 and R1-S2) set at “Stage”. It can be
observed that for RMS residual target of 1e-5 and 5e-5 the values of pressure ratio
stay almost the same but little higher than the value of pressure ratio for residual
target of 1e-4. However, the difference between the maximum and the minimum
value is only 0.068%. Therefore, by ignoring this small difference and to save the
computational efforts, RMS level of 1e-4 has been selected for detailed steady and
unsteady state compressor simulations.
1,5446
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Pressure Ratio(total to total)

1,5444

0,00005

1,5442
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1,5434
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0,00008
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Figure 6.8: convergence study-influence of RMS residual target
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6.3 Compressor performance
To study the compressor performance, as a first step the simulations are
performed for a single blade passage to establish the operating points for various
impeller speed lines i.e. at 110000rpm, 120000rpm and 130000rpm. Interfaces
(S1-R1 and R1-S2) are set at “Stage”. Table 6.6 below shows the mesh
information for a single blade passage used to study the compressor performance;
Domain
In-block (S1)
Passage(R1 )
Out-block (S2 )
All Domains

Nodes
4845
19350
3570
27765

Elements
4032
16260
2912
23204

Table 6.6: Mesh information of a coarse mesh for single blade passage (Inlet,
Impeller and Diffuser)-used to study the compressor performance

For rotational speed of 110000 rpm, simulations are performed for outlet relative
pressure varying from 100-168kPa with small steps towards the stall point. For
rotational speed of 120000 rpm, simulations are performed for outlet relative
pressure varying from 100-184kPa also with small steps towards the stall point.
Similarly, for rotational speed of 130000 rpm, simulations are performed for outlet
relative pressure varying from 100-205kPa again with small steps towards the stall
point. The boundary conditions applied are the same as presented in Table 6.4
above.
For 12 blade passages in a 360 degree complete compressor, total mass flow rate
is calculated by multiplying the number of blade passages with the mass flow rate
for a single blade passage. Mass averaged values of performance parameters
(total pressure, static pressure, total temperature and mass flow rate) are taken at
inlet of in-blcok (S1) and at outlet of the out-block (S2). The established operating
points with maximum efficiency are presented below (Table 6.7, Figure 6.9 and
Figure 6.10);
Speed(rpm)
110000
120000
130000

Air Mass
Rate (kg/s)
0,03996
0,04178
0,04878

Flow Pressure
Ratio
(total-to-total)
1,7402
1,9362
2,1488

Efficiency
0,88
0,87
0,88

Table 6.7: Compressor performance indicators
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Pressure Ratio(total to total)
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Figure 6.9: Compressor performance (variation of pressure ratio with mass flow rate)
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Figure 6.10: Compressor performance (variation of efficiency with mass flow rate)

Initial investigations from 1D analysis, predicted few speed lines (110000rpm,
120000rpm and 130000rpm) feasible for required air flow rate to match with the
limited fuel supply from the gasifier. As by increasing rotational speed of the
impeller, both pressure ratio and the mass flow rates are increased, which require
the compressor flow co-efficient to be decreased in order to keep the air flow rate
on a lower desired level. However, decrease in flow co-efficient of the compressor
results in higher pressure ratio and shifting the operating point towards the stall
point.
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The results obtained from the CFD simulations are presented in Figure 6.11 below
in comparison with the 1D analysis performed in Matlab for speed lines of
110000rpm, 120000rpm and 130000 rpm;
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Figure 6.11: Comparison of 1D and CFD results

In the graphs above, left side of the curves predicts the occurrence of stall in the
compressor, which may result in the form of either sudden decrease in mass flow
rate or increase of temperature at inlet of the compressor. This may be caused by
build up of back pressure as a result of flow blockage in the flow path somewhere
inside the compressor. Numerically the stall point can be identified either from
indication of sudden fall of mass flow rate or increase in temperature at inlet of the
compressor. For higher flow rates 1D model predicts lower performance as
compared to CFD results, however, for lower mass flow rates both 1D and CFD
show almost similar performance.
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6.4 Steady State Compressor Simulations
After having gone through the initial studies about the effects of mesh size, RMS
residual target and the compressor performance for various speed lines, detailed
steady state simulations have been performed for various cases including single
blade passage, 360 degree compressor model, 360 degree compressor model
with connected inlet straight pipe and with inlet 90 degree bended pipe for
interfaces at “Frozen Rotor” with residual target of 1e-4. Details of mesh used for
onward steady and unsteady state simulations have already been presented in
Table 6.2 above.
6.4.1 Single blade passage (inlet, impeller and diffuser)
For a single blade passage, impeller rotational speed is taken as 120000rpm with
interfaces S1-R1 and R1-S2 set at “Frozen Rotor” and with residual target of 1e-4.
The boundary conditions applied are the same as presented in Table 6.4 above.
Mass flow average values of performance parameters (total pressure, static
pressure, total temperature and mass flow rate) are taken at inlet of the inblock(S1) and at outlet of the out-block(S2). The results are presented below
(Figure 6.12 and Figure 6.13) wherein the maximum efficiency of 0.8676 is seen
for relative outlet pressure of 170kPa with mass flow rate of 0.04657kg/s;
2,4
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0,06814 0,07198 0,07466

Mass flow rate(kg/s)

Figure 6.12: Steady state compressor performance (variation of pressure ratio with mass
flow rate) for a single blade passage at rotational speed of 120000rpm
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Figure 6.13: Steady state compressor performance (variation of efficiency with mass flow
rate) for a single blade passage at rotational speed of 120000rpm

From the graphs above it is seen that with decreasing mass flow rate up to a
certain level both the pressure ratio and the efficiency increase but with further
decrease in mass flow rate efficiency starts decreasing. With further decrease in
mass flow rate a condition is reached where compressor may go in a position what
is called “stall”. To avoid the stall to occur and for the stability of the compressor a
compromise is made over the maximum efficiency and the compressor is operated
at an optimum point, called as operating point which may not be at the maximum
possible efficiency.
6.4.2 360 degree compressor model (inlet, impeller and diffuser)
A complete 360 degree compressor model was obtained from the single blade
passage mesh through rotational transformation in ANSYS-11 with a total of 12
blade passages in a complete compressor. Figure 6.14 below shows the view of
360 degree complete compressor model;
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Figure 6.14: View of a 360 degree compressor model

The steady state simulations are performed for a coarse mesh with node counts of
20000 per blade passage thus giving a total nodes of 289356 and total elements
of 239280 for a complete 360 degree compressor. For the simulations, rotational
speed is set at 120000 rpm with interfaces S1-R1 and R1-S2 set at “Frozen Rotor”
for residual target of 1e-4. The boundary conditions applied are the same as
presented in Table 6.4 above.
Mass flow average values of performance parameters (total pressure, static
pressure, total temperature and mass flow rate) are taken at inlet of the inblock(S1) and at outlet of the out-block(S2).The results are presented below
(Figure 6.15 and Figure6.16) in comparison with the results for a single blade
passage. The values for the pressure ratio and the efficiency are almost the same
for both the cases.
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Figure 6.15: Steady state compressor characteristics (variation of pressure ratio with
mass flow rate)-comparison between single blade passage and 360degree complete
compressor
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Figure 6.16: Steady state compressor characteristics (variation of efficiency with mass
flow rate)-comparison between single blade passage and 360degree complete
compressor

6.4.3 360 degree compressor model (inlet, rotor and diffuser) connected
with inlet straight pipe
In order to know the performance of the compressor as if it is connected in the
pipe systems, steady state compressor simulations have been performed with
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straight pipe connected at inlet of the compressor. In order to get the fully
developed flow in the inlet connected pipe, length of the pipe is taken as
0.1177787m, which is four times the diameter of the compressor inlet. Figure 6.17
below shows the view of connected straight pipe at inlet of the compressor;

Figure 6.17: View of 360 degree compressor model connected with inlet straight pipe

The mesh for the inlet pipe is generated in the ANSYS ICEM with number of
nodes of 255760 and number of elements as 249090 thus making the total
number of nodes as 545116 with total number of elements as 488370 for all the
components together. Figure 6.18 below shows the mesh surfaces (wall and face)
of the inlet straight pipe;
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Figure 6.18: Mesh surfaces (wall and face) of a straight inlet pipe

Steady state simulations are performed at rotational speed of 120000rpm with
interfaces S1-S2, S2-R1 and R1-S3 set at “Frozen Rotor” and with residual target
at 1e-4. Table 6.8 below shows the detailed boundary conditions;

Location

Straight
inlet
pipe(S1
inlet)

Compressor
inlet
(S2
shroud)

Impeller
(R1
Blade)

Diffuser
(S3
outlet)

Periodic
sides

inlet

Wall

Wall

outlet

Interface

Subsonic

-

-

Subsonic

-

-

No slip

No slip

-

-

Boundary
type
Flow
regime
Wall
influence
Wall
roughness
Heat
transfer

-

Smooth wall

Smooth
Wall

-

-

Total
temperature

Adiabatic

Adiabatic

-

Conservative
interface flux

Mass and
momentum

Total
pressure

Frame type

Normal to
boundary
condition

Flow
direction

-

-

-

Rotating

Average
static
pressure
-

-

-

-
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Medium

-

-

-

Conservative
interface flux

Table 6.8: Boundary conditions for 360 degree compressor model (inlet, rotor
and diffuser) with connected inlet straight pipe

Below (Figure 6.19, Figure 6.20 and Figure 6.21) are shown the flow fields for total
pressure, static pressure and Mach number at compressor inlet for given relative
outlet pressure of 160 kPa. From the flow field of total pressure, it can be observed
that pressure is uniformly distributed across the inlet face except for near the walls
which is the effect of boundary layer. Similar to the total pressure, Mach number
has uniform distribution across the inlet face except for near the wall which is also
the effect of boundary layer.
The static pressure stays higher near the walls showing also the low velocities
near the wall. Whereas higher static pressure in the middle of the passage face is
result of flow blockage due to placement of hub section downstream of the
compressor inlet. The highest pressure in the centre of the passage is also due to
the tip of the hub in the middle of the section.

Figure 6.19: Contour of total pressure at
inlet of the compressor (interface S2-S1
side 2)

Figure 6.20: Contour of static pressure at
inlet of the compressor (interface S2-S1 side
2)

Figure 6.21: Contour of Mach number at inlet of the compressor
(interface S2-S1 side 2)
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Mass flow average values of performance parameters (total pressure, static
pressure, total temperature and mass flow rate) are taken at inlet of the
compressor i.e. side 2 of interface S2-S1 and at outlet of the out-block (S3).
Figures 6.22 and Figure 6.23 present the results in comparison with the results for
a single blade passage and 360 degree compressor model without connected
pipe. Here also the results for all the three cases match well with each other
without major variations.

Pressure ratio (total-to-total)
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Mass flow rate(kg/s)
Single blade passage
360degree complete compressor
360degree complete compressor with connected inlet straight pipe

Figure 6.22: Steady state compressor characteristics (variation of pressure ratio with
mass flow rate) for a 360 degree compressor with connected inlet straight pipe
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Figure 6.23: Steady state compressor characteristics (variation of efficiency with mass
flow rate) for a 360 degree compressor with connected inlet straight pipe
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6.4.4 Complete compressor-360 degree model (inlet, rotor and diffuser)
connected with inlet 90 degree bended pipe
Also the steady state simulations have been performed with 90 degree bended
pipe connected at inlet of the compressor. Figure 6.24 below shows the view of 90
degree bended pipe connected at inlet of the compressor. Length of each segment
(horizontal and vertical sections) of the pipe has been taken as 0.1177784m,
which is four times the diameter of the compressor inlet. The 90 degree bended
pipe geometry and mesh has been generated in ANSYS ICEM and later
connected with 360 degree compressor model in ANSYS 11.

Figure 6.24: View of 90 degree bended pipe connected at inlet of the compressor

The mesh for 90 degree bended pipe is generated in the ANSYS ICEM with total
number of nodes as 392352 and total number of elements of 380475 thus making
the total number of nodes as 681708 with total number of elements as 619755 for
all the components together. Figure 6.25 below shows the mesh of the 90 degree
bended pipe;
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Figure 6.25: Mesh of 90 degree bended pipe

Steady state simulations are performed at rotational speed of 120000rpm with
interfaces S1-S2, S2-R1 and R1-S3 set at Frozen Rotor for residual target of 1e-4.
Table 6.9 below presents the detailed boundary conditions;

Location

90 degree
bended
inlet
pipe(S1
inlet)

Compressor
inlet
(S2
shroud)

Impeller
(R1
Blade)

Diffuser
(S3
outlet)

Periodic
sides

inlet

Wall

Wall

outlet

Interface

Subsonic

-

-

Subsonic

-

-

No slip

No slip

-

-

Boundary
type
Flow
regime
Wall
influence
Wall
roughness
Heat
transfer

-

Smooth wall

Smooth
Wall

-

-

Total
temperature

Adiabatic

Adiabatic

-

Conservative
interface flux

Mass and
momentum

Total
pressure

-

-

Frame type

Normal to
boundary
condition

-

Rotating

Average
static
pressure
-

-

-

-

-

Medium

-

-

-

Conservative
interface flux

Flow
direction
Turbulence

Conservative
interface flux
-

Table 6.9: Boundary conditions for 360 degree compressor model (inlet, rotor
and diffuser) connected with 90 degree bended inlet pipe
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Below (Figure 6.26, Figure 6.27 and Figure 6.28) are shown the flow fields for total
pressure, static pressure and Mach number at compressor inlet for given relative
outlet pressure of 160 kPa. From the flow field of total pressure, it can be observed
that total pressure is no longer uniform across the compressor inlet face and
shows lower total pressure at upper side of the interface. This is due to bend in the
pipe which results in higher flow velocities near the convex side of the bend (seen
from inside of the pipe). Also lower total pressure near the walls is due to effects of
boundary layer. Trend of Mach number is also similar to the flow field of total
pressure.
Flow field of static pressure is also different than the flow field of static pressure for
the case of straight inlet pipe. This is also due to non-uniform flow at inlet of the
compressor caused by the effect of bend in the pipe. It can be concluded from the
flow fields that length of 90 degree bended is not adequate enough to get fully
developed flow and have uniform flow distribution across the compressor inlet.

Figure 6.26: Contour of total pressure at
inlet of the compressor (interface S2-S1
side 2)

Figure 6.27: Contour of static pressure at inlet
of the compressor (interface S2-S1 side 2)

Figure 6.28: Contour of Mach number at inlet of the compressor
(interface S2-S1 side 2)

Mass flow average values of performance parameters (total pressure, static
pressure, total temperature and mass flow rate) are taken at inlet of the
compressor i.e. side 2 of interface S2-S1 and at outlet of the out-block(S3). The
results are presented in Figure 6.29 and Figure 6.30 below in comparison with the
results obtained for single blade passage, 360 degree compressor model without
connected pipe and degree 360 degree compressor model connected with inlet
straight pipe. Here also the results for all the four cases coincide well without
major variations.
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Figure 6.29: Steady state compressor characteristics (variation of efficiency with mass
flow rate) for 360 degree compressor model with connected inlet 90 degree bended pipe
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Figure 6.30: Steady state compressor characteristics (variation of efficiency with mass
flow rate) for 360 degree compressor model with connected inlet 90 degree bended pipe
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6.5 Transient Compressor Simulations
In order to analyze the effects of unsteady flow behavior in the compressor,
unsteady simulations have been performed using the turbulence k-epsilon model
which is considered as the industry standard model. For all the transient
simulations, the interfaces have been set at “Transient Rotor-Stator”. Under the
basic settings, high resolution has been adopted as advection scheme whereas
second order backward Euler has been selected as transient scheme. The result
files of steady state simulations with interfaces set at “Frozen Rotor” have been
given as initial values for the transient simulations.
6.5.1 Single blade passage (inducer, impeller and diffuser)
For single blade passage at 120000rpm, total time for one pitch change has been
set to be 4.1669e-5s with time steps of 2.083e-6s for a total of 10 time steps for 30
degree rotation and 1 pitch to achieve. The residual target has been set at 1e-4.
Boundary conditions applied are the same as presented in Table 6.4 above.
Mass flow average values of performance parameters (total pressure, static
pressure, total temperature and mass flow rate) are taken at inlet of in-block(S1)
and at outlet of the out-block(S2). The unsteady simulation results are presented
below (Figure 6.31 and Figure 6.32) in comparison with the steady state
simulations for single blade passage. Results for unsteady and steady simulations
stay almost the same.
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Figure 6.31: Comparison of unsteady simulations with steady state simulations for single
blade passage (variation of pressure ratio with mass flow rate)
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Figure 6.32: Comparison of unsteady simulations with steady state simulations for single
blade passage (variation of efficiency with mass flow rate)

6.5.2 Complete compressor-360 degree model (inlet, rotor and diffuser)
For 360 degree compressor model at rotational speed of 120000rpm, total time for
one pitch change has been set to be 5.00136e-4s with time steps of 2.50068e-5s
for a total of 20 time steps for 360 degree rotation. The residual target has also
been set at 1e-4. Boundary conditions applied are the same as presented in Table
6.4 above.
Mass flow average values of performance parameters (total pressure, static
pressure, total temperature and mass flow rate) are taken at inlet of in-block (S1)
and at outlet of the out-block (S2). The unsteady simulation results are presented
below (Figure 6.33 and Figure 6.34) in comparison with the steady state
simulations for 360 degree compressor model. Unsteady state simulations
presents little lower performance than the steady state case but still with no major
variations.
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Figure 6.33: Comparison of unsteady simulations with steady state simulations for 360
degree compressor model (variation of pressure ratio with mass flow rate)
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Figure 6.34: Comparison of unsteady simulations with steady state simulations for 360
degree compressor model (variation of efficiency with mass flow rate)

6.5.3 Complete compressor-360 degree model (inlet, rotor and diffuser)
connected with inlet straight pipe
Here also for rotational speed of 120000rpm, total time for one pitch change has
been set to be 5.00136e-4s with time steps of 2.50068e-5s for a total of 20 time
steps for a 360 degree rotation. The residual target has also been set at 1e-4.
Boundary conditions applied are the same as presented in Table 6.8 above.
Mass flow average values of performance parameters (total pressure, static
pressure, total temperature and mass flow rate) are taken at inlet of the
compressor i.e. side 2 of interface S2-S1 and at outlet of the out-block(S3). The
unsteady simulation results are presented below (Figure 6.35 and Figure 6.36) in
comparison with the steady state simulations for 360 degree compressor model
connected with straight inlet pipe. Performance results for unsteady and steady
simulations stay almost the same with no major variations.
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Figure 6.35: Comparison of unsteady simulations with steady state simulations for 360
degree compressor model connected with inlet straight pipe (variation of pressure ratio
with mass flow rate)
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Figure 6.36: Comparison of unsteady simulations with steady state simulations for 360
degree compressor model connected with inlet straight pipe (variation of efficiency with
mass flow rate)

6.5.4 Complete compressor-360 degree model (inlet, rotor and diffuser) with
connected inlet bended pipe
Also transient simulations have been performed with 90 degree bended pipe
connected at inlet of the compressor. Here also for rotational speed of 120000rpm,
total time for one pitch change has been set to be 5.00136e-4s with time steps of
2.50068e-5s for a total of 20 time steps for 360 degree rotation. The residual
target has also been set at 1e-4. Boundary conditions applied are the same as
presented in Table 6.9 above.
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Mass flow average values of performance parameters (total pressure, static
pressure, total temperature and mass flow rate) are taken at inlet of the
compressor i.e. side 2 of interface S2-S1 and at outlet of the out-block (S3). The
unsteady simulation results are presented below (Figure 6.37 and Figure 6.38) in
comparison with the steady state simulations for 360 degree compressor model
connected with 90 degree bended pipe. Here also the performance curves for
unsteady and steady simulations stay almost the same with no major variations.
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Figure 6.37: Comparison of unsteady simulations with steady state simulations for 360
degree compressor model connected with inlet 90 degree bended pipe (variation of
pressure ratio with mass flow rate)
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Figure 6.38: Comparison of unsteady simulations with steady state simulations for 360
degree compressor model connected with inlet 90 degree bended pipe (variation of
efficiency with mass flow rate)
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6.6 Analysis of numerical simulations
Study of various mesh sizes predicted no consistent results of pressure ratio for
various mesh sizes. However, the pressure ratio for node counts of 50000 stays
higher among the mesh sizes. Coarse mesh size with node counts of 20000 was
selected as it predicted average results and it also saves excessive computational
efforts. Also coarse mesh size provided reasonable mesh size for simulation of
360 degree complete compressor connected with inlet pipe.
RMS residual target of 1e-5 and 5e-5 provides almost the same results for
pressure ratio but little higher than the pressure ratio for residual target of 1e-4.
However, the difference between the maximum and the minimum value is only
0.068%. Therefore, by ignoring this small difference and to save the computational
efforts, residual target of 1e-4 was selected for detailed steady and unsteady state
compressor simulations.
Study of compressor performance predicts no major influence of rotational speeds
on the maximum efficiency. Compared to 1D modeling, CFD presents higher
compressor performance at higher mass flow rates. However, for lower mass flow
rates both 1D modeling and CFD present a similar performance.
Steady state simulations provides almost similar results for various cases including
compressor single blade passage, 360 degree complete compressor, compressor
connected with straight inlet pipe and for the compressor connected with 90
degree bended pipe. Compared to steady state, unsteady state simulations
present little lower performance, however, with no major variations.
Flow fields for total pressure, static pressure and Mach number predict uniform
flow at inlet of the compressor for compressor simulations connected with straight
pipe. However, flow fields predict non-uniform flow at inlet of the compressor when
connected with 90 degree bended pipe. Therefore it can be concluded that length
of 90 degree bended pipe is not adequate enough to get fully developed flow and
have uniform flow distribution at inlet of the compressor.
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7 RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
7.1 Internally fired gas turbine cycle-1.749kWel for rotational
speed of 120000rpm
For the compressor geometry used in CFD simulations, 1D analysis has been
performed in Matalb and the Excel which results in a machine with 1.749kWel
output with electrical efficiency of about 15.686%. Table 7.1 below shows the
geometry of compressor and the turbine also with the associated flow angles.
Compressor
Parameter
Impeller inlet tip radius(r_1)
Impeller inlet blade height(s1)
Impeller outlet tip radius(r_2)
Impeller outlet width(b_2)
Impeller trailing edge angle(be_2)
Impeller leading edge angle(be_1)

Dimension(m)
0.01470
0.0098
0.0260
0.0015
-29,60degree
-58 degree
Turbine

Impeller inlet tip radius(r_2)
Impeller inlet width(b_2)
Impeller outlet tip radius(r_3)
Impeller outlet hub radius(h_3)
Impeller outlet blade height(s3)
Absolute flow angle at impeller inlet(al_2)
Relative flow angle at impeller outlet(be_3)

0.0240
0.00714
0.0180
0.00816
0.00984
79.5 degree
-55.0 degree

Table 7.1: Geometry information of 1.749kWel machine-internally fired gas turbine

Table 7.2 below presents the various parameters obtained from 1D analysis
performed in Excel for 1.749kWel internally fired gas turbine;
Control point
Temperature ( K)
1
303
2
374.86
3
960.62
4
1175.68
5
1063.99
6
541.38
7
475.73
BIOGAS1
333.15
BIOGAS2
414.695
WATERIN
323
WATEROUT
353
Heat recovered (heat exchanger)
Fuel supplied (combustor)
Elec Power
Efficiency(electrical)
90

Pressure
(kPa)
100
192.805
187.985
183.286
106.982
104.308
101.700
100
187.985
2,587kW
11.153kW
1.749kWel
15.686%
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Efficiency(thermal)

38.881%

Table 7.2: 1D results from Excel for 1.749kWel machine-internally fired gas turbine

Figure 7.1 presents the h-s diagram giving the overall thermodynamic information
of 1.749kWel internally fired gas turbine cycle. First but little heat energy is gained
in the compressor. Transfer of heat energy to the cycle mainly takes place in the
regenerator whereas the combustor imparts lesser heat energy to the cycle as
compared to the regenerator. The temperature is highest at inlet of the expander,
where expansion takes place resulting in temperature drop. However, as seen
from the h-s diagram, lesser temperature drop takes place in the expander, which
is due to the lower expansion ratio across the expander. After the expander the
hot expanding gases are passed through the regenerator, where maximum heat
energy is transferred back to the cycle, which results in maximum temperature
drop in the exhaust gases. The last temperature drop occurs in the gas-to-water
heat exchanger before the hot gases are allowed to go to the stack.
h-s diagram
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0,000

182,372
77,993
5,082
6,75
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8,16

8,16

8,04

7,29

7,16

Entropy(KJ/Kg.K)

Figure 7.1: h-s diagram for overall cycle of 1.749kW internally fired gas turbine

Below (Figure 7.2) is presented the simplified off-design analysis performed in
Matlab of a compressor and the turbine operated at 120000rpm.
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Figure 7.2: Compressor-turbine combined characteristics for 1.749kW internally fired gas
turbine

The curves for compressor and the expander are plotted (in blue) based on 1D
analysis whereas one of the compressor curve (in red) is based on CFD results. It
is found that 1D analysis presents the little lower compressor performance as
compared to the CFD results, however, trend for both the cases is almost the
same. The operating point of the machine lies at intersection of the expander and
the compressor curves at compression ratio of 1.93.

7.2 Internally fired gas turbine cycle-2.388kWel for rotational
speed of 130000rpm
For the compressor geometry used in CFD simulations, 1D analysis has been
performed in Matlab and the Excel which results in a machine with 2.388kWel
output with electrical efficiency of about 17.777%. Table 7.3 below shows the
geometry of compressor and the turbine with the associated flow angles. Detailed
Excel calculations are presented in Appendix-E.
Compressor
Parameter
Impeller inlet tip radius(r_1)
Impeller inlet blade height(s1)
Impeller outlet tip radius(r_2)
Impeller outlet width(b_2)
Impeller trailing edge angle(be_2)
Impeller leading edge angle(be_1)

Dimension(m)
0.01470
0.0098
0.0260
0.0015
-29,60degree
-58 degree
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Turbine
Impeller inlet tip radius(r_2)
Impeller inlet width(b_2)
Impeller outlet tip radius(r_3)
Impeller outlet hub radius(h_3)
Impeller outlet blade height(s3)
Absolute flow angle at impeller inlet(al_2)
Relative flow angle at impeller outlet(be_3)

0.0240
0.00701
0.0180
0.00816
0.00984
79.5 degree
-55.0 degree

Table 7.3: Geometry information of 2.388kWel machine-internally fired gas turbine

Table 7.4 below presents the various parameters obtained from 1D modeling
performed in Excel for 2.388kWel internally fired gas turbine;
Control point
Temperature ( K)
1
303
2
387.33
3
944.96
4
1175.88
5
1043.37
6
547.70
7
473.98
BIOGAS1
333.15
BIOGAS2
429.32
WATERIN
323
WATEROUT
353
Heat recovered (heat exchanger)
Fuel supplied (combustor)
Elec Power
Efficiency(electrical)
Efficiency(thermal)

Pressure
(kPa)
100
213.598
208.258
203.051
107.039
104.363
101.754
100
208.257
3,202kW
13.434kW
2.388kWel
17.777%
41.615%

Table 7.4: 1D results from Excel 1.749kWel machine-internally fired gas turbine

Below (Figure 7.3) is the h-s diagram giving the overall thermodynamic information
of 2.388kWel internally fired gas turbine cycle;
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h-s diagram
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Figure 7.3: h-s diagram for overall cycle of 2.388kW internally fired gas turbine

Below is presented the simplified off-design analysis performed in Matlab of a
compressor and the turbine operated at 130000rpm (Matlab code is presented in
Appendix-F).
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Figure 7.4: Compressor-turbine combined characteristics for 2.388kW internally fired gas
turbine

Here also the curves for compressor and the expander are plotted (in blue) based
on 1D analysis whereas one of the compressor curve (in red) is based on CFD
results. The operating point of the machine lies at intersection of expander and the
compressor curves at compression ratio of 2.136.

7.3 Externally fired gas turbine cycle-0.64kWel for rotational
speed of 120000rpm
For the compressor geometry used in CFD simulations, 1D analysis has been
performed in Matlab and the Excel which results in a machine with 0.64kWel output
with electrical efficiency of about 4.734%. Table 7.5 below shows the geometry of
compressor and the turbine with associated flow angles.
Compressor
Parameter
Impeller inlet tip radius(r_1)
Impeller inlet blade height(s1)
Impeller outlet tip radius(r_2)
Impeller outlet width(b_2)
Impeller trailing edge angle(be_2)
Impeller leading edge angle(be_1)

Dimension(m)
0.01470
0.0098
0.0260
0.0015
-29,60degree
-58 degree
Turbine

Impeller inlet tip radius(r_2)
Impeller inlet width(b_2)
Impeller outlet tip radius(r_3)

0.0240
0.00675
0.0180
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Impeller outlet hub radius(h_3)
Impeller outlet blade height(s3)
Absolute flow angle at impeller inlet(al_2)
Relative flow angle at impeller outlet(be_3)

0.00816
0.00984
80.3 degree
-40.0 degree

Table 7.5: Geometry information of 0.64kWel machine-EFGT

Table 7.6 below presents the various parameters obtained from 1D analysis
performed in Excel for 0.64kWel externally fired gas turbine;
Control point
Temperature ( K)
1
303
2
373.649
3
969.010
4
871.544
5
457.997
6
343,250
AIR1
303
AIR2
318.696
AIR3
788.617
GAS1
1074.073
GAS2
491.409
GAS3
473.500
BIOGAS1
333.00
BIOGAS2
346.635
WATERIN1
323
WATEROUT1
353.771
WATERIN2
323
WATEROUT2
353
Heat recovered (air-to-water heat exchanger)
Heat recovered (gas-to-water heat exchanger)
Fuel supplied (combustor)
Elec Power
Efficiency(electrical)
Efficiency(thermal)

Pressure
(kPa)
100
190.872
186.101
107.035
104.359
101.750
100
114.872
112
109.2
106.47
103.808
100
112
4.251kW
0.666kW
13.528kW
0.64kWel
4.734%
41.911%

Table 7.6: 1D results from Excel

Below (Figure 7.5) is the h-s diagram giving the overall thermodynamic information
of 0.64kWel externally fired gas turbine cycle. First but little transfer of heat energy
to the cycle takes place in the compressor. It is the high temperature heat
exchanger in the EFGT cycle where almost whole of transfer of heat energy to the
cycle takes place. After the high temperature heat exchanger, expansion of hot air
takes place in the expander resulting in drop of temperature. As seen from the h-s
diagram, lesser temperature drop takes place in the expander, which is due to the
lower expansion ratio across the expander. After the expander the hot expanding
air is passed through the regenerator, where the heat energy is transferred to the
cold air coming from the compressor in the external path of the cycle. The last
temperature drop in the cycle takes place in the air-to-water heat exchanger
before the exhaust air is allowed to go to the stack.
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h-s diagram
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Figure 7.5: h-s diagram for overall cycle of 0.64kW-EFGT

Below (Figure 7.6) is presented the simplified off-design analysis performed in
Matlab of a compressor and the turbine operated at 120000rpm.
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Figure 7.6: Compressor-turbine combined characteristics for 0.64kW-EFGT

Here also the curves for compressor and the expander are plotted (in blue) based
on 1D analysis whereas one of the compressor curve (in red) is based on CFD
results. The operating point of the machine lies at intersection of expander and the
compressor curves at compression ratio of 1.91.

7.4 Externally fired gas turbine cycle-0.986kWel for rotational
speed of 130000rpm
For the compressor geometry used in CFD simulations, 1D analysis has been
performed in Matlab and the Excel which results in a machine with 0.986kWel
output with electrical efficiency of about 6.03%. Table 7.7 below shows the
geometry of compressor and the turbine with the associated flow angles. Detailed
Excel calculations are presented in Appendix-G.
Compressor
Parameter
Impeller inlet tip radius(r_1)
Impeller inlet blade height(s1)
Impeller outlet tip radius(r_2)
Impeller outlet width(b_2)
Impeller trailing edge angle(be_2)
Impeller leading edge angle(be_1)

Dimension(m)
0.01470
0.0098
0.0260
0.0015
-29,60degree
-58 degree
Turbine

Impeller inlet tip radius(r_2)
Impeller inlet width(b_2)

0.0240
0.00691
98
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Impeller outlet tip radius(r_3)
Impeller outlet hub radius(h_3)
Impeller outlet blade height(s3)
Absolute flow angle at impeller inlet(al_2)
Relative flow angle at impeller outlet(be_3)

0.0180
0.00816
0.00984
80.3 degree
-40.0 degree

Table 7.7: Geometry information of 0.986kWel machine-EFGT

Table 7.8 below presents the various parameters obtained from 1D analysis
performed in Excel for 0.986kWel externally fired gas turbine;
Control point
Temperature ( K)
1
303
2
385.205
3
969.906
4
855.863
5
453.656
6
342.598
AIR1
303
AIR2
318.696
AIR3
775.288
GAS1
1073.089
GAS2
502.749
GAS3
473.499
BIOGAS1
333.00
BIOGAS2
346.636
WATERIN1
323
WATEROUT1
353.031
WATERIN2
323
WATEROUT2
353
Heat recovered (air-to-water heat exchanger)
Heat recovered (gas-to-water heat exchanger)
Fuel supplied (combustor)
Elec Power
Efficiency(electrical)
Efficiency(thermal)

Pressure
(kPa)
100
209.946
204.697
107.007
104.332
101.724
100
114.872
112
109.2
106.47
103.808
100
112
4.777kW
1.268kW
16.347kW
0.986kWel
6.030%
43.889%

Table 7.8: 1D results from Excel for 0.986kWel machine-EFGT

Below (Figure 7.7) is the h-s diagram giving the overall cycle information of
0.986kWel EFGT;
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h-s diagram
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Figure 7.7: h-s diagram for overall cycle of 0.986kWel machine-EFGT

Below (Figure 7.8) is presented the simplified off-design analysis performed in
Matlab of a compressor and the turbine operated at 130000rpm (Matlab code is
presented in Appendix-H).
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Figure 7.8: Compressor-turbine combined characteristics for 0.986kWel machine-EFGT

Here also the curves for compressor and the expander are plotted (in blue) based
on 1D analysis whereas one of the compressor curve (in red) is based on CFD
results. The operating point of the machine lies at intersection of expander and the
compressor curves at compression ratio of 2.1.

7.5 Parametric Studies/Analysis of the system components
7.5.1 Compressor
Compressor performance has been analyzed in order to see the influence of
different parameters and the results are presented in the Table 7.9 below;
Parameter

Flow velocity Pressure
at outlet of Ratio (pi)
impeller(c_2)
of ↑
↑

Number
blades (↑)
Impeller trailing
edge angle(↑)
Impeller outlet
tip radius(↑)
Impeller outlet
width(↑)
Rotational
speed(↑)
Flow co-efficient
(↑)

Enthalpy
change
(dho)
↑

Mass flow Power
rate(m_dot) Required
─

↑

↓

↓

↓

─

↓

↑

↑

↑

↑

↑

─

─

─

↑

↑

↑

↑

↑

↑

↑

↓

↓

↓

↑

↑

Table 7.9: Parametric analysis of the compressor

7.5.2 Exhaust heat recovery heat exchangers
The exhaust heat recovery heat exchangers performance is also analyzed in order
to see the influence of different parameters and the results are presented in the
Table 7.10 below;
Parameter

Heat recovered

Water flow rate(↑) ─
Temp
of
inlet ↓
water(↑)

Water outlet temp
↓
↑

Exhaust
gas/air
outlet temp
─
↑

Table 7.10: Parametric analysis of heat recovery heat exchangers
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7.5.3 Turbine
Table 7.11 below presents the parametric study for the turbine;
Parameter

Enthalpy
change
co- ↑

Flow
efficient(↑)
Rotational
speed(↑)
Rotor
inlet
radius(↑)
Number
of
blades(↑)
Impeller inlet
absolute flow
angle(↑)
Hub radius at
outlet
of
rotor(↑)
Shroud radius
at outlet of the
rotor(↑)
Relative flow
angle at rotor
outlet(↑)

Pressure ratio
↑

Power
produced
↑

Rotor
width
↓

↑

↑

↑

↓

↑

↑

↑

↓

─

─

─

─

↑

↑

↑

↑

↓

↓

↓

↑

↓

↓

↑

↑

↑

↑

↑

↓

Table 7.11: Parametric analysis of the turbine
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8 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this thesis work detailed analytical thermodynamic modeling of a small gas
turbine engine (2-5kWel) including numerical analysis of the compressor has been
performed. The engine has been modeled based on the low heating content fuel;
the producer gas from the downdraft gasifier in the HPT Lab. The modeled gas
turbine engine is of radial type (one stage radial compressor, one stage radial
turbine). Both internally and externally fired gas turbine cycles have been
analyzed. Excel and Matlab are used as a tool for 1D modeling.
Numerical modeling of compressor using CFX has been performed for both steady
and unsteady states. Detailed steady state and unsteady simulations are
performed for various cases including compressor single blade passage, 360
degree complete compressor, compressor connected with straight inlet pipe and
for the compressor connected with 90 degree bended pipe. A good agreement has
been found between the numerical results. Compared to 1D modeling, CFD
presents higher compressor performance at higher mass flow rates. However, for
lower mass flow rates both 1D modeling and CFD present a similar performance.
Study of compressor performance predicts no major influence of rotational speeds
on the maximum efficiency. The operating points for rotational speeds of
120000rpm and 130000rpm of the engine for both the internally and externally
fired gas turbine cycles have been analyzed. Rotational speed of 130000rpm
predicts better operating performance with higher power output and higher
electrical efficiency as compared to the rotational speed of 120000rpm. For the
internally fired gas turbine cycle with rotational speed of 130000rpm, electrical
efficiency of the cycle is found at 17.777% for a power output of 2.388kWel. The
corresponding values for electrical efficiency and power output are found at
15.686% and 1.749kWel respectively at rotational speed of 120000rpm for
externally fired gas turbine cycle.
It is found that internally fired gas turbine cycle, for a certain rotational speed,
gives much better performance as compared to the externally fired gas turbine
cycle, which is mainly due to the lower turbine inlet temperature and the power
consumed for the additional two compressors. It is also observed that EFGT
operates at relatively lower pressure ratios as compared to the internally fired gas
turbine for a certain rotational speed.
It has been observed that at a certain rotational speed, an increase of pressure
ratio results in higher electrical efficiency but with the disadvantage of decreased
power output and shifting of the operating point towards the stall point. Operating
point of the gas turbine, fired with producer gas need to be kept far below the stall
point as the required large fuel flow rates thus the larger flow rate passing through
the turbine leads to an increase of pressure ratio with associated risk of surge.
In this thesis work, since only the numerical modeling of compressor has been
performed, therefore, numerical modeling of the expander is also required in order
to validate the operating point of the engine. It is further required to search for the
operating points for higher rotational speeds, supported with numerical modeling
of both the compressor and the expander. Also it is important to perform the
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numerical modeling of the combustor for better performance predictions of the
entire gas turbine engine.
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10 APPENDICES
10.1

Appendix-A

Derivation of relation for specific fuel consumption ( β )
The following equation holds for the energy balance in the combustor;

m air _ 3 * hair _ 3 + m f * h f + m f * LHV *η comb = m gas _ 4 * hgas _ 4

(10.1)

Where,

m gas _ 4 = m air _ 3 + m f

η comb

combustor efficiency, (%)

Equation 10.1 is further modified as under;

m air _ 3 * hair _ 3 + m f * h f + m f * LHV *η comb = (m air _ 3 + m f ) * hgas _ 4

(10.2)

The specific fuel consumption is defined as the ratio of the fuel consumed to the
air supplied as under;

β=

m fuel
m air

By dividing the equation 10.2 by the amount of air supplied i.e. m air _ 3 , we get;

hair _ 3 + (m f m air _ 3 ) * h f + (m f m air _ 3 ) * LHV *η comb = (1 + m f m air _ 3 ) * hgas _ 4
Introducing the specific fuel consumption ( β =

hair _ 3 + β * h f + β * LHV *η comb = (1 + β ) * hgas _ 4

m fuel
m air

(10.3)

) in equation 10.3, we get;
(10.4)

Finally the relation for specific fuel consumption is established by the following
relation;

β=

hgas _ 4 − hair _ 3

(10.5)

LHV .η comb + h f − hgas _ 4
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Appendix-B

Explore-Biomass based Polygeneration Flow Chart

Figure 10.1: EXPLORE-Biomass based Polygeneration Flow Char [Design of EXPLOREBiomass based polygeneration platform, Jahns Frederick; 2008]
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10.3

Appendix-C

Overall system layout for Internally Fired Gas Turbine cycle

BIOGAS2

WATERIN

HEATREC
7

6
COMBUST
WATEROUT

RECUP
3
4A

2
NOZZLE

COMPR

TURBINE

BIOCOMP
W

POWEROUT

SHAFT2

4B

SHAFT1

5
1

BIOGAS

Figure 10.2: Schematic for Internally Fired Micro Gas Turbine [Aspen software]

10.3.1 Compressor (COMPR-air compression)
Subscript
0
00
01
1
2
02
3
03
03ss
r2

θ2
s

Description
Static conditions at inlet of the compressor
Stagnation conditions at inlet of the compressor
Stagnation conditions at inlet of the impeller
Inlet of the compressor impeller
Exit of the compressor impeller
Stagnation conditions at exit of the impeller
Outlet of the compressor
Stagnation conditions at outlet of the compressor
Isentropic conditions at outlet of the compressor
Radial component of absolute velocity at impeller
exit
Tangential component of absolute velocity at
impeller exit
Isentropic
111

Control Point
1
1

2
2
2
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compressor
Total pressure drop in the diffuser
Impeller inlet blade height
Axial component of velocity at inlet of the impeller
Tangential component of velocity at inlet of the
impeller
Total-to-total
Table 10.1: Air compressor description (indices and control points)

10.3.2 Regenerator
Subscript
c
min
air_3

Description

Control Point

Cold medium
Minimum
Air at out of the regenerator

3

air_2

Air at inlet of the regenerator

2

gas_5

Hot gas at inlet of the regenerator

5

gas_6

Hot gas at outlet of the regenerator

6

pd

Pressure drop across the regenerator
Table 10.2: Regenerator description (indices and control points)

10.3.3 Combustor
Subscript
3
4
air_3

Description
Inlet of the combustor
Outlet of the combustor
air at inlet of the combustor

Control Point
3
4
3

gas_4

hot gas at outlet of the combustor

4

comb

combustor

t_4

temperature after the combustor

4

Table 10.3: Combustor description (indices and control points)

10.3.4 Turbine
Subscript
01
2
02
pd
m2

Description
Stagnation/total conditions at inlet of the nozzle
Outlet of the nozzle/Inlet of the rotor
Stagnation/total conditions at outlet of the
nozzle/inlet of the rotor
Total pressure drop in the nozzle
Radial/meridional velocity component at inlet of the
rotor
112

Control Point
4A
4B
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t2
3
03
03s
m3
h3
s3
ave3

Tangential velocity component at inlet of the rotor
Exit of the rotor
Total conditions at rotor exit
Isentropic stagnation conditions at rotor exit
Meridional velocity component at exit of the rotor
Hub height at the exit of the rotor
Impeller blade height at the exit
Average at the rotor exit

t3
x3
s
tt
el
m
g
comp
th

Tangential flow velocity component at the rotor exit
Axial flow velocity component at the rotor exit
Isentropic conditions
Total-to-total
electrical
mechanical
generator
Compressor
thermal

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

Table 10.4: Turbine description (indices and control points)

10.3.5 Exhaust Heat Recovery-Heat Exchanger (HEATREC)
Subscript
water_out

Description
Water at outlet of the heat exchanger

Control Point
WATEROUT

water_in

Water at inlet of the heat exchanger

WATERIN

min
gas_6

minimum
Hot gas at inlet of the heat exchanger

6

gas_7

Hot gas at outlet of the heat exchanger

7

pd

Pressure drop across the heat exchanger
Table 10.5: Heat Exchanger description (indices and control points)

10.3.6 Compressor (BIOCOMP-fuel compression)
Subscript
0
00
01
1
2
02
3
03
03ss
r2

Description
Static conditions at inlet of the compressor
Stagnation conditions at inlet of the compressor
Stagnation conditions at inlet of the impeller
Inlet of the compressor impeller
Exit of the compressor impeller
Stagnation conditions at exit of the impeller
Outlet of the compressor
Stagnation conditions at outlet of the compressor
Isentropic conditions at outlet of the compressor
Radial component of absolute velocity at impeller
113

Control Point
BIOGAS1
BIOGAS1

BIOGAS2
BIOGAS2
BIOGAS2
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exit
Tangential component of absolute velocity at
impeller exit
Isentropic
compressor
Total pressure drop in the diffuser
Impeller inlet blade height
Axial component of velocity at inlet of the impeller
Tangential component of velocity at inlet of the
impeller
Total-to-total
Table 10.6: BIOCOMP-Compressor description (indices and control points)
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10.4

Appendix-D

Overall system layout for EFGT Cycle

GAS3
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HEA TREC1

HEA TREC2
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WA TERIN2
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HEA TEXCH

3A
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2

A IR2
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MAINCOMP

SHA FT3

SHA FT2
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A IRCOMP
1
BIOGAS1

A IR1

4

Figure 10.3: Schematic for EFGT cycle [Aspen software]
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10.4.1 Compressor (MAINCOMP-air compression in the internal flow path)
Subscript
0
00
01
1
2
02
3
03
03ss
r2

θ2
s
c
pd
s1
x1
θ1
tt

Description
Static conditions at inlet of the compressor
Stagnation conditions at inlet of the compressor
Stagnation conditions at inlet of the impeller
Inlet of the compressor impeller
Exit of the compressor impeller
Stagnation conditions at exit of the impeller
Outlet of the compressor
Stagnation conditions at outlet of the compressor
Isentropic conditions at outlet of the compressor
Radial component of absolute velocity at impeller
exit
Tangential component of absolute velocity at
impeller exit
Isentropic
compressor
Total pressure drop in the diffuser
Impeller inlet blade height
Axial component of velocity at inlet of the impeller
Tangential component of velocity at inlet of the
impeller
Total-to-total

Control Point
1
1

2
2
2

Table 10.7: Compressor description (indices and control points) for air
compression in the internal flow path

10.4.2 High Temperature Heat Exchanger
Subscript
gas_1

Control Point
GAS1

air_2

Description
Combusted gas at inlet of the high temperature heat
exchanger
Combusted gas at outlet of the high temperature
heat exchanger
Air at inlet of the high temperature heat exchanger

air_3

Air at outlet of the high temperature heat exchanger

3A

pd

Pressure difference across the high temperature
heat exchanger

gas_2

GAS2
2

Table 10.8: High temperature heat exchanger description (indices and control
points)

10.4.3 Turbine
Subscript
01
2
02

Description
Stagnation/total conditions at inlet of the nozzle
Outlet of the nozzle/Inlet of the rotor
Stagnation/total conditions at outlet of the
116

Control Point
3A
3B
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t2
3
03
03s
m3
h3
s3
ave3

nozzle/inlet of the rotor
Total pressure drop in the nozzle
Radial/meridional velocity component at inlet of the
rotor
Tangential velocity component at inlet of the rotor
Exit of the rotor
Total conditions at rotor exit
Isentropic stagnation conditions at rotor exit
Meridional velocity component at exit of the rotor
Hub height at the exit of the rotor
Impeller blade height at the exit
Average at the rotor exit

t3
x3
s
tt
el
m
g
comp
th

Tangential flow velocity component at the rotor exit
Axial flow velocity component at the rotor exit
Isentropic conditions
Total-to-total
electrical
mechanical
generator
Compressor
thermal

pd
m2

4
4
4
4
4
5
4
4
4

Table 10.9: Turbine description (indices and control points)

10.4.4 Regenerator
Subscript
c
min
air_2

Description

Control Point

Cold medium
Minimum
Air at inlet of the regenerator

AIR2

air_3

Air at outlet of the regenerator

AIR3

air_4

Hot exhaust air at inlet of the regenerator

4

air_5

Hot exhaust air at outlet of the regenerator

5

pd

Pressure drop across the regenerator
Table 10.10: Regenerator description (indices and control points)

10.4.5 Air-to-Water Heat Exchanger (HEATREC1)
Subscript
air_5

Description
Exhaust air at inlet of the heat exchanger

Control Point
5

air_6

Exhaust air at outlet of the heat exchanger

6

water_in1

Water at inlet of the heat exchanger

WATERIN1

Water_out1 Water at outlet of the heat exchanger
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Pressure difference across the heat exchanger
Table 10.11: Air-to-water heat exchanger description (indices and control
points)

10.4.6 Compressor (AIRCOMP-air compression in the external flow path)
Subscript
0
00
01
1
2
02
3
03
03ss
r2

θ2
s
c
pd
s1
x1
θ1
tt

Description
Static conditions at inlet of the compressor
Stagnation conditions at inlet of the compressor
Stagnation conditions at inlet of the impeller
Inlet of the compressor impeller
Exit of the compressor impeller
Stagnation conditions at exit of the impeller
Outlet of the compressor
Stagnation conditions at outlet of the compressor
Isentropic conditions at outlet of the compressor
Radial component of absolute velocity at impeller
exit
Tangential component of absolute velocity at
impeller exit
Isentropic
compressor
Total pressure drop in the diffuser
Impeller inlet blade height
Axial component of velocity at inlet of the impeller
Tangential component of velocity at inlet of the
impeller
Total-to-total

Control Point
AIR1
AIR1

AIR2
AIR2
AIR2

Table 10.12: Compressor description (indices and control points) for air
compression in the external flow path

10.4.7 Compressor (BIOCOMP-fuel compression)
Subscript
0
00
01
1
2
02
3
03
03ss
r2

θ2
s
c

Description
Static conditions at inlet of the compressor
Stagnation conditions at inlet of the compressor
Stagnation conditions at inlet of the impeller
Inlet of the compressor impeller
Exit of the compressor impeller
Stagnation conditions at exit of the impeller
Outlet of the compressor
Stagnation conditions at outlet of the compressor
Isentropic conditions at outlet of the compressor
Radial component of absolute velocity at impeller
exit
Tangential component of absolute velocity at
impeller exit
Isentropic
compressor
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Control Point
BIOGAS1
BIOGAS1

BIOGAS2
BIOGAS2
BIOGAS2
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pd
s1
x1
θ1
tt

Total pressure drop in the diffuser
Impeller inlet blade height
Axial component of velocity at inlet of the impeller
Tangential component of velocity at inlet of the
impeller
Total-to-total
Table 10.13: Compressor description (indices and control points) for fuel
compression

10.4.8 Combustor
Subscript
air_3

Description
Air at inlet of the combustor

fuel
gas_1

Fuel at inlet of the combustor
BIOGAS2
Hot combusted gases at outlet of the GAS1
combustor/inlet of high temperature heat exchanger
combustor
Temperature after the combustor/inlet of high GAS1
temperature heat exchanger

comb
t_1

Control Point
AIR3

Table 10.14: Combustor description (indices and control points)

10.4.9 Gas-to-Water Heat Exchanger (HEATREC2)
Subscript
gas_2

Description
Exhaust gas at inlet of the heat exchanger

Control Point
GAS2

gas_3

Exhaust gas at outlet of the heat exchanger

GAS3

water_in2

Water at inlet of the heat exchanger

WATERIN2

Water_out2 Water at outlet of the heat exchanger
pd

WATEROUT2

Pressure difference across the heat exchanger
Table 10.15: Gas-to-liquid heat exchanger description (indices and control
points)
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Appendix-E

10.5.1 Excel calculations-Internally fire gas turbine cycle (2.388kWel)
Compressor
Thermodynamic Parameters
T_00(total temp at inlet of compressor)
P_00(total pressure at inlet of compressor)
R(gas constant)
gamma (ratio of specific heats)
Cp(specific heat of air at constant pressure)
Compressor Parameters
n(number of blades)
be_2(impeller TE angle)
be_1(impeller LE angle)
r_2(impeller outlet radius)
r_1(inlet casing radius)
r_h1(inlet hub radius)
s1(inlet blade height)
b_2(impeller outlet width)
eta_tt(average total-to-total efficiency)
dpo_23(average pressure loss in diffuser)
N(rotational speed)
Phi_2(flow co-efficient)
tan(be_2)
om(angular speed)
u_2(tip speed at outlet of impeller)
sigma(slip factor)
cr_2(radial flow velocity component at impeller outlet)
wθ_2(ideal relative tangential velocity component at impeller
exit)
wθ_2(real relative tangential velocity component at impeller exit)
cθ_2(ideal absolute tangential velocity component at impeller
exit)
cθ_2(real absolute tangential velocity component at impeller exit)
c_2(absolute flow velocity at impeller exit)
dho(Stagnation enthalpy change)
dTo(Stagnation temperature change)
T_03(stagnation temperature at exit of compressor)
dTo_s(isentropic temperature change)
T_03ss(isentropic temperature at exit of compressor)
Pi(Pressure ratio)(P_03/P_00)
P_03(stagnation pressure at exit of compressor)
P_02(stagnation pressure at outlet of impeller)
T_02(stagnation temp at outlet of impeller)
T_2(static temp at outlet of impeller)
a_2(speed of sound at outlet of impeller)
M_2(Mach number at outlet of impeller)
Mr_2(Relative Mach number at outlet of impeller)
P_2(static pressure at outlet of impeller)
rho_2(static density at outlet of impeller)
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K
Pa
J/KgK
J/KgK

303
100000
287,000
1,400
1004,500

m/s

12
-29,6
-58
0,026000
0,014700
0,004900
0,009800
0,001500
0,87
0,03
130000
0,280
-0,568
13615,333
353,999
0,80384
99,120

m/s
m/s

-56,308
-114,702

m/s
m/s
m/s
KJ/Kg
K

297,691
239,297
259,013
-84710,830
-84,331

K
K
K

387,331
-73,368
376,368
2,136
213597,561
220203,672
387,331
353,938
377,110
0,687
0,263
160612,492
1,581

deg
deg
m
m
m
m
m

rpm

rad/s
m/s

Pa
Pa
K
K
m/s

Pa
Kg/m3

temp
( c)
30,00
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A_2(area at outlet of impeller)
mdot(mass flow rate)
Compressor Power required
Conditions at Position 1
A_1(area at inlet of impeller)
rho_01(stagnation density at inlet of impeller)
Cx_1(axial flow velocity at inlet of impeller)
u_1(tip speed at inlet of impeller)
wθ_1(relative tangential flow velocity at inlet of impeller)
be_1(relative flow anglet at inlet of impeller)
h_2(enthalpy at exit of compressor)
h_1(enthalpy at inlet of compressor)
Recuperator
P_2(air pressure at inlet of recuperator)

m2
Kg/s
KW

0,000
0,03841
3,254

m2
Kg/m3
m/s
m/s
m/s
KJ/Kg
KJ/Kg

0,00060
1,150
55,344
287,284
-287,284
-79,096
90,720
5,082

Pa

213597,561

T_5(gas temp at outlet of turbine)(inlet of recuperator)
mdot_5(turbine exhaust gas flow rate)

K
Kg/s

1043,368
0,0414

T_2(air temp at inlet of recuperator)
Recuperator efficiency
Cp_5_6(Average specific heat capacity of hot gas/hot medium)
Cp_2_3(Average specific heat capacity of air/cold medium)
mdot_air
Cc_2_3(heat capacity rate of cold medium)
Ch_5_6(heat capacity rate of hot medium)

K
%
J/Kg.K
J/Kg.K
Kg/s
W/K
W/K

387,331
0,850
1117,845
1071,789
0,0384
41,166
46,312

T_3(air temp after recuperator)
Cp_3(specific heat capacity of air at outlet of the recuperator)
Heat recovered
h_2(enthalpy of air at inlet of recuperator)
h_3(enthalpy of air at outlet of recuperator)

K
J/Kg.K
KW
KJ/Kg
KJ/Kg
KJ/Kg
K
%
Pa

944,963
1140,856
22,956
90,720
690,359
1061,619
2,500
208257,622

T_6(gas temp at outlet of the recuperator)
P_5(gas pressure at outlet of the turbine)
P_6(gas pressure at outlet of the recuperator)
h_6_gas(enthalpy of gas at outlet of the recuperator)
Exhaust Heat Recovery(gas to liquid heat exchanger)

K
Pa
Pa
KJ/Kg

547,700
107038,616
104362,651
257,885

T_gas_6(exhaust gas at inlet of heat exchanger)
water mass flow rate
T_water-in(Inlet of heat exchanger)
T_water_out (outlet of heat exchanger)
Cp_water(Average specific heat capacity of water/cold medium)
Cp_6_7(Average specifie heat capacity of exhaust gas/hot
medium)
Heat recovered

K
Kg/s
K
K
J/Kg.K

547,700
0,0255
323,000
353,000
4186,000

J/Kg.K
KW

1048,516
3,202

T_gas_7(exhaust gas at outlet of heat exchanger)
Pressure loss
P_gas_7(exhaust pressure at outlet of heat exchanger)
h_gas_7(enthalpy of gas at outlet of heat exchanger)

K
%
Pa
KJ/Kg

473,983
2,500
101753,584
180,586

Cp_3(ave specific heat of air at T3 and 298K)
Pressure loss in recuperator
P_3(air pressure at outlet of recuperator)
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770,3
7
114,3
3

671,9
6

274,7
0

274,7
0
50,00
80,00

200,9
8
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Combustor
KJ/Kg
K

Cp_fuel(ave Cp of fuel at T_fuel and 298K)
h_f(enthalpy of fuel at inlet of the combustor)
Stoichiometric air to fuel ratio(f)(fixed as it is fuel specific)
Fuel LHV
Lemda(Ratio of real to stoichiometric air to fuel ratio)

KJ/Kg

Fuel inlet temperature

K
KJ/Kg
K
%
Pa

Cp_fuel(Fuel specific heat at fuel temperature)
Pressure loss(combustor)
P_4(Pressure after combustor)
Combustor efficiency
T_4(Combustor outlet temperature)(turbine inlet temperature)
Specific fuel consumption(Beta)(Kg fuel/Kg air)
Fuel flow rate
mdot_gas(Combusted Gas flow rate at outlet of the combustor)
h_4-air(enthalpy of air at outlet of the combustor)
h_4(enthalpy of hot gas)
Cp_4_gas(ave between T4 and 298K)
Heat extracted in the combustor
P_fuel(Fuel comsumed)
h_5(enthalpy of gas at inlet of the recuperator)
Cp_5_gas(ave between T5 and 298K)
Turbine
P_01(Total pressure at inlet of the nozzle)
T_01(Total temperature at inlet of the nozzle)
gamma
R
Cp(specific heat of gas at inlet of nozzle)
eta-gen(generator efficiency)
eta-m(mechanical efficiency)
eta-tt(total-to-total turbine efficiency)
Phi_2(flow co-efficient at inlet of the rotor)
N(rotational speed of rotor)
r_2(rotor inlet radius)
b_2(rotor inlet width)
Z(number of blades)
alpha_2(impeller inlet absolute flow angle)
Om(angular speed at rotor inlet)
Pressure drop in nozzle
P_02(total pressure at inlet of rotor)
T_02(total temperature at inlet of rotor)
A_2(rotor inlet area)
rho_02(stagnation density at inlet of rotor)
Cm_2(Cr_2)(meridional or radial flow velocity component)
u_2(tip speed at inelt of rotor)
cθ_2(tangential flow velocity component at inlet of rotor)
c_2(absolute flow velocity at inlet of rotor)
wθ_2(relative tangential flow velocity component at inlet of rotor)

122

KJ/Kg

K
Kg/s
Kg/s
KJ/Kg
KJ/Kg
KJ/Kg
K
KW
KW
KJ/Kg
KJ/Kg
K
Pa
K
J/kg/K
J/kg

m
m
degree

Pa
K
m2
Kg/m3
m/s
m/s
m/s
m/s
m/s

1148,12067
6
150,738048
6
1,1567
4446,539
9,08000
429,173

156,1
7

1,163
2,500
203051,182
0,980
1175,875
0,07866
0,003021
0,0414
958,419
968,776
1101,991
13,165
13,434
811,662
1084,720
203051,182
1175,875
1,320
285,208
1196,160
0,900
0,950
0,820
0,266
130000,000
0,02400
0,00701
12,000
79,500
13615,333
0,030
196959,646
1175,875
0,0011
0,587
86,757
326,768
468,098
476,070
141,330

902,8
8
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w_2(relative velocity at inlet of rotor)
Beta_2(relative flow angle at inlet of rotor)
T_2(static temp at inlet of rotor)
P_2(static pressure at inlet of rotor)
rho_2(static density at inlet of rotor)
mdot_2(mass flow rate at inlet of rotor)
Impeller Exit(Turbine)
r_h3(hub radius at outlet of rotor)
r_3(shroud or tip radius at outlet of rotor)
s3(blade height at outlet of rotor)
r_ave3(average radius at outlet of rotor)
r_ave3/r_2
v(r_h3/r_3)(hub to shroud radius at outlet of rotor)
u_3(tip speed at outlet of rotor)
beta_3(relative flow angle at outlet of rotor)
cx_3(cm_3)(axial or meridional flow velocity component at outlet
of rotor)
cx_3/u_2
wθ_3(relative tangential flow velocity component at outlet of
rotor)
w_3(relative velocity at outlet of rotor)
w3/w2
cθ_3(absolute tangential flow velocity component at outlet of
rotor)
dh(stagnation enthalpy change)
dh_s(isentropic enthalpy change)
T_03s(isentropic stagnation temp at outlet or rotor)
Pi(pressure ratio)(P_02/P_03)
T_03(Turbine outlet temperature)
c_3(absolute flow velocity at rotor outlet)
T_3(static temp at outlet of rotor)
P_03(stagnation pressure at outlet of rotor)
P_3(static pressure at outlet of rotor)
rho_3(static density at outlet of rotor)
A_3(area at outlet of rotor)
mdot_3(mass flow rate at outlet of rotor)
a_3(speed of sound at outlet of rotor)
M_3(Mach number at outlet of rotor)
dh(stagnation enthalpy change)
Power produced
Electrical power produced
Eta(electrical efficiency)
Heat recovered
Thermal efficiency

m/s
degree
K
Pa
Kg/m3
Kg/s

165,834
58,456
1081,138
139282,365
0,452
0,0414

m
m
m
m

0,00816
0,01800
0,00984
0,01308
0,545
0,453
178,089
-55,000

m/s
degree
m/s

146,482
0,448

m/s
m/s

-209,198
255,383
1,540

m/s
J/Kg
J/Kg
K

-31,109
158499,742
193292,368
1014,281
1,840

K
m/s
K
Pa
Pa
Kg/m3
m2
Kg/s
m/s

1043,368
149,749
1033,995
107038,616
103127,205
0,350
0,001
0,0414
623,917
0,240
158499,742
6,567
2,388
17,777
3,202
41,615

J/Kg
KW
KW
%
KW
%
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Appendix-F

10.6.1 Matlab code- Compressor (2.388kWel machine-Internally fired gas
turbine cycle)
%comp_char
%simplified compressor off-design characteristics
%Damain Vogt
%KTH/HPT
%20090319
clear all
%####################################################
% PARAMETER SECTION
%thermodynamic parameters
p01=100e3; %Pa
T01=303;
%K
gamma=1.4; %R=287;
%J/kg/K
cp=1004.5; %J/kg
%compressor parameters
n=12;
%# blades
be2=-29.60;
%impeller TE angle
be1=-58;
%impeller LE angle
r2=26.0e-3;
%impeller outlet radius
r1=14.7e-3;
%inlet casing radius
s1=9.80e-3;
%inlet blade length
b2=1.50e-3;
%impeller outlet width
eta_tt=.87; %average total-to-total efficiency
dp0_23=3e-2;%average pressure loss in diffuser
%options
eta_opt=0; %0: use only average eta_tt, 1: use variable eta (simplified)
disp_opt=1; %1: plots curves for average eta and variable eta, 2: only
for variable eta
% END PARAMETER SECTION
%####################################################
%--------------------------------------------rdeg=pi/180;
be2=be2*rdeg;
be1=be1*rdeg;
%--------------------------------------------M=[];, P=[];, E=[];
%--------------------------------------------fprintf('\n')
fprintf('------------------------------------------\n')
fprintf(' RADIAL COMPRESSOR - SIMPLIFIED ANALYSIS\n')
fprintf('------------------------------------------\n')
%figure(1), clf,
hold on
for N=[130]*1e3%110e3:10e3:130e3 %loop over rotational speed
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mdv=[];, mdv2=[];, Piv=[];, Piv2=[];
fprintf('N : %9d rpm\n',N)
for phi=.17:.05:1 %loop over flow coefficient
%####################################################
%determination of pressure ratio and mass flow rate
om=pi*N/30;
u2=om*r2;
sig=1-pi/n*.63/(1+phi*tan(be2)); %slip factor
cr2=u2*phi;
wt2i=cr2*tan(be2);
ct2i=wt2i+u2;
ct2=sig*ct2i;
wt2=ct2-u2;
c2=sqrt(cr2^2+ct2^2);
dh0=-u2*ct2;
dT0=dh0/cp;
T03=T01+abs(dT0);
dT0s=dT0*eta_tt;
T03s=T01+abs(dT0s);
Pi=(T03s/T01)^(gamma/(gamma-1));
p03=p01*Pi;
p02=p03/(1-dp0_23);
T02=T03;
T2=T02-c2^2/2/cp;
a2=sqrt(gamma*R*T2);
M2=c2/a2;
Mr2=cr2/a2;
if Mr2>=1, fprintf('--> supersonic cr\n'), break, end
p2=p02*(T2/T02)^(gamma/(gamma-1));
rho2=p2/R/T2;
A2=2*pi*r2*b2;
mdot=cr2*rho2*A2;
if ~isempty(mdv), if mdot<mdv(end), break, end, end
%####################################################
%conditions at pos 1
A1=pi*(r1^2-(r1-s1)^2);
rho1=p01/R/T01; %approximative
cx1=mdot/A1/rho1;
u1=om*(r1-s1/2);
wt1=-u1;
be1f=atan(wt1/cx1);
if disp_opt==1, plot(mdot,Pi,'b-o'), end
mdv=[mdv;mdot];, Piv=[Piv;Pi];
if eta_opt==1 %variable eta
dbe=be1f-be1; %incidence, rad
zeta=.1+.015*(90/100)^2+1.2*(dbe/rdeg/100)^2;
eta_ttn=(1-c2^2*zeta/2/dh0)^-1;
fprintf('%5.2f\t%6.4f\t%5.3f\n',dbe/rdeg,zeta,eta_ttn)
%update determination of pressure ratio, mass flow rate using
%new efficiency
dT0s=dT0*eta_ttn;
T03s=T01+abs(dT0s);
Pi=(T03s/T01)^(gamma/(gamma-1));
p03=p01*Pi;
p02=p03/(1-dp0_23);
T02=T03;
T2=T02-c2^2/2/cp;
a2=sqrt(gamma*R*T2);
M2=c2/a2;
Mr2=cr2/a2;
if Mr2>=1, fprintf('--> supersonic cr\n'), break, end
p2=p02*(T2/T02)^(gamma/(gamma-1));
rho2=p2/R/T2;
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A2=2*pi*r2*b2;
mdot=cr2*rho2*A2;
if ~isempty(mdv2), if mdot<mdv2(end), break, end, end
plot(mdot,Pi,'rx')
mdv2=[mdv2;mdot];, Piv2=[Piv2;Pi];
E=[E;eta_ttn];
end
%text(mdot,Pi,num2str(be1f/rdeg,'%3.1f'))
M=[M;mdot];, P=[P;Pi];
end
if disp_opt==1, plot(mdv,Piv,'b-'), end
if eta_opt==1
plot(mdv2,Piv2,'b-')
text(mdv2(end)+.01,Piv2(end),[num2str(N) ' rpm'])
else
if disp_opt==1, text(mdv(end)+.01,Piv(end),[num2str(N) ' rpm']),
end
end
end
%adding CFX characteristics
for N=130
A=dlmread(['speedline_' num2str(N) '_CFX.txt'],'\t');
plot(A(:,1),A(:,2),'r-o')
end
break
if eta_opt==1
[Mi,Pii]=meshgrid(0:.01:.6,1:.1:2.5);
Ei=griddata(M,P,E,Mi,Pii,'linear');
[c,h]=contour(Mi,Pii,Ei,25);%, clabel(c,h)
end

10.6.2 Matlab code-Turbine (2.388kWel machine-Internally fired gas turbine
cycle)
%turb_char
%simplified turbine off-design characteristics
%Damain Vogt
%KTH/HPT
%20090408
clear all
%####################################################
% PARAMETER SECTION
%thermodynamic parameters
p01=203.051e3; %Pa
T01=1175.875;
%K
gamma=1.32; %R=285.208;
%J/kg/K
cp=1196.160; %J/kg
%turbine parameters
n=12;
%# blades
al2=79.5;
%stator TE angle
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be3=-55.0;
%impeller TE angle
r2=24.0e-3;
%stator outlet radius
r3=18.0e-3;
%outlet casing radius
s3=9.84e-3;
%outlet blade length
b2=7.01e-3;
%stator outlet width
eta_tt=.82; %average total-to-total efficiency
dp0_12=3e-2;%average pressure loss in stator
%options
eta_opt=1; %0: use only average eta_tt, 1: use variable eta (simplified)
disp_opt=2; %1: plots curves for average eta and variable eta, 2: only
for variable eta
% END PARAMETER SECTION
%####################################################
%--------------------------------------------rdeg=pi/180;
al2=al2*rdeg;
be3=be3*rdeg;
%--------------------------------------------M=[];, P=[];, E=[];
%--------------------------------------------fprintf('\n')
fprintf('------------------------------------------\n')
fprintf(' RADIAL TURBINE - SIMPLIFIED ANALYSIS\n')
fprintf('------------------------------------------\n')

figure(1), clf, hold on
figure(2), clf, hold on
for p01=203.051e3%100e3:50e3:500e3;
for N=130e3%70e3:20e3:250e3 %loop over rotational speed
mdv=[];, Piv=[];, ct3v=[];
for phi=.08:.01:.35
om=pi*N/30;
u2=r2*om;
p02=p01*(1-dp0_12);
T02=T01;
A2=2*pi*r2*b2;
cr2=phi*u2;
c2=cr2/cos(al2);
T2=T02-c2^2/2/cp;
p2=p02*(T2/T02)^(gamma/(gamma-1));
rho2=p2/R/T2;
mdot=cr2*rho2*A2;
ct2=cr2*tan(al2);
wt2=ct2-u2;
be2=atan(wt2/cr2);
%need to find axial velocity at pos 3
cx3=10:20:400;
for i=1:length(cx3)
wt3=cx3(i)*tan(be3);
r3m=r3-s3/2;
u3=r3m*om;
ct3=wt3+u3;
delh0=u2*ct2-u3*ct3;
delh0s=delh0/eta_tt;
T03s=T02-delh0s/cp;
Pi=(T01/T03s)^(gamma/(gamma-1));
T03=T02-delh0/cp;
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c3=sqrt(cx3(i)^2+ct3^2);
T3=T03-c3^2/2/cp;
p03=p02/Pi;
p3=p03*(T3/T03)^(gamma/(gamma-1));
rho3=p3/R/T3;
A3=2*pi*r3m*s3;
mdot2(i)=cx3(i)*rho3*A3;
end
cx3(i)=interp1(mdot2,cx3,mdot,'linear');
wt3=cx3(i)*tan(be3);
r3m=r3-s3/2;
u3=r3m*om;
ct3=wt3+u3;
delh0=u2*ct2-u3*ct3;
delh0s=delh0/eta_tt;
T03s=T02-delh0s/cp;
Pi=(T01/T03s)^(gamma/(gamma-1));
T03=T02-delh0/cp;
c3=sqrt(cx3(i)^2+ct3^2);
T3=T03-c3^2/2/cp;
p03=p02/Pi;
p3=p03*(T3/T03)^(gamma/(gamma-1));
rho3=p3/R/T3;
A3=2*pi*r3m*s3;
mdot2=cx3(i)*rho3*A3;
mdv=[mdv;mdot];, Piv=[Piv;Pi];, ct3v=[ct3v;ct3];
end
figure(1)
plot(mdv,Piv,'b-o')
text(mdv(end),Piv(end),num2str(N))
p03a=107e3;
mdota=interp1(p01./Piv,mdv,p03a,'linear');
plot(mdota,p01/p03a,'ro')
figure(2)
plot(mdv,ct3v,'b-o')
end
end
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10.7

Appendix-G

10.7.1 Excel calculations-Externally fired gas turbine cycle (0.986kWel)
Compressor
Thermodynamic Parameters
T_00(total temp at inlet of compressor)
P_00(total pressure at inlet of compressor)
R(gas constant)
gamma (ratio of specific heats)
Cp(specific heat of air at constant pressure)
Compressor Parameters
n(number of blades)
be_2(impeller TE angle)
be_1(impeller LE angle)
r_2(impeller outlet radius)
r_1(inlet casing radius)
r_h1(inlet hub radius)
s1(inlet blade height)
b_2(impeller outlet width)
eta_tt(average total-to-total efficiency)
dpo_23(average pressure loss in diffuser)
N(rotational speed)
Phi_2(flow co-efficient)
tan(be_2)
om(angular speed)
u_2(tip speed at outlet of impeller)
sigma(slip factor)
cr_2(radial flow velocity component at outlet of impeller)
wθ_2(ideal relative tangential velocity component at impeller
outlet)
wθ_2(real relative tangential velocity component at impeller
outlet)
cθ_2(ideal absolute tangential velocity component at impeller
outlet)
cθ_2(real absolute tangential velocity component at impeller
outlet)
c_2(absolute flow velocity at outlet of impeller)
dho(Stagnation enthalpy change)
dTo(Stagnation temperature change)
T_03(stagnation temperature at exit of compressor)
dTo_s(isentropic temperature change)
T_03s(isentropic temperature at exit of compressor)
Pi(Pressure ratio)(P_03/P_00)
P_03(stagnation pressure at exit of compressor)
P_02(stagnation pressure at outlet of impeller)
T_02(stagnation temp at outlet of impeller)
T_2(static temp at outlet of impeller)
a_2(speed of sound at outlet of impeller)
M_2(Mach number at outlet of impeller)
Mr_2(Relative Mach number at outlet of impeller)
P_2(static pressure at outlet of impeller)
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Units
K
Pa
J/KgK
J/KgK

303,000
100000
287,000
1,400
1004,500

m/s

12,000
-29,600
-58,000
0,02600
0,01470
0,00490
0,00980
0,00150
0,8700
0,0300
130000
0,3100
-0,568
13615,333
353,999
0,800
109,740

m/s

-62,341

m/s

-120,735

m/s

291,658

m/s
m/s
KJ/Kg
K
K
K
K

233,264
257,788
-82575,164
-82,205
385,205
-71,519
374,519
2,099
209945,952
216439,126
385,205
352,127
376,144
0,685
0,292
158073,560

degree
degree
m
m
m
m
m

rpm

rad/s
m/s

Pa
Pa
K
K
m/s

Pa

temp
(C )
30,000

112,205
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rho_2(static density at outlet of impeller)
A_2(area at outlet of impeller)
mdot(mass flow rate)
Compressor Power required
Conditions at Position 1
A_1(area at inlet of impeller)
rho_01(stagnation density at inlet of impeller)
Cx_1(axial flow velocity at inlet of impeller)
u_1(tip speed at inlet of impeller)
wθ_1(relative tangential flow velocity at inlet of impeller)
be_1(relative flow anglet at inlet of impeller)
h_2(enthalpy at exit of compressor)
h_1(enthalpy at inlet of compressor)
Recuperator
P_air2(inlet of recuperator)
T_4(turbine exhaust air )(inlet of recuperator)
T_air2(inlet of recuperator)
Recuperator efficiency
Cp_4_5(average Cp of hot air)
Cp_air2_3 (average Cp of cold air)
mdot_air3(from ambient)
Cc_air2_3(cold medium)
Ch_4_5(hot medium)
T_air3(after recuperator)
Heat recovered
h_air 2(inlet of recuperator)
h_air 3(outlet of recuperator)
Pressure loss in recuperator
P_air3 (outlet of the recuperator)
T_5 (outlet of the recuperator)
P_4(outlet of turbine)
P_5(outlet of the recuperator)
h_4(outlet of turbine)
Combustor
P_fuel(inlet of combustor)
h_f(enthalpy of fuel at inlet of the combustor)
Stoichiometric air to fuel ratio(f)(fixed as it is fuel specific)
Fuel LHV
Lemda(Ratio of real to stoichiometric air to fuel ratio)
Fuel specific heat(at fuel temperature at inlet of comb)(Cp)
Pressure loss(combustor)
P_gas1(outlet of the combustor)
Combustor efficiency
T_gas1(outlet of the combustor)
Specific fuel consumption(Beta)(Kg fuel/Kg air)
Fuel flow rate
mdot_gas1 (combusted gas flow rate at outlet of the
combustor)
h_gas 1(enthalpy of gas after combustor)
Heat extracted from the combustor
P_fuel(Fuel comsumed)
External heat supply (High Temp Heat Exchanger)
T_gas1(inlet of high temp heat exchanger)

Kg/m3
m2
Kg/s
KW

1,564
0,000
0,0421
3,474

m2
Kg/m3
m/s
m/s
m/s
KJ/Kg
KJ/Kg

0,001
1,150
60,615
287,284
-287,284
-78,086
88,550
5,082

Pa
K
K
%
J/Kg.K
J/Kg.K
Kg/s
W/K
W/K
K
KW
KJ/Kg
KJ/Kg
%
Pa
K
Pa
Pa
KJ/Kg

114871,7949
855,863
318,696
0,850
1069,133
1046,431
0,0379
39,618
44,975
775,288
18,089
20,952
500,231
2,500
112000,000
453,656
107007,390
104332,205
589,622

Pa
KJ/Kg

Kg/s

112000,000
55,508
1,157
4446,539
7,815
1,144
2,500
109200,000
0,980
1073,089
0,09710
0,00368

Kg/s
KJ/Kg
KW
KW

0,0415
846,550
16,020
16,347

K

1073,089
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KJ/Kg
KJ/KgK
%
Pa
K

582,863
45,696

502,288

180,656

800,089

800,089
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T_2(compressed air at inlet of high temp heat exchanger)
K
heat exchanger efficiency
%
Cp_gas1_2 (Average Cp of hot gas)
J/Kg.K
Cp_air2_3(Average Cp of cold air)
J/Kg.K
C_c_air(Cold medium)
W/K
C_h_gas(hot medium)
W/K
T_air3(air at outlet of high temp heat exchanger)
K
Cp_air3(air at outlet of the high temp heat exchanger)
J/Kg.K
Heat recovered
KW
h_air3(air at outlet of high temp heat exchanger)
KJ/Kg
Pressure loss in recuperator
%
P_air3(turbine inlet pressure)
Pa
T_gas 2(outlet of high temp heat exchanger)
K
P_gas 2(outlet of high temp heat exchanger)
Pa
h_gas 1(inlet of high temp heat exchanger)
KJ/Kg
h_gas 2(outlet of high temp heat exchanger)
KJ/Kg
Power supplied in the high temp heat exchanger
KW
Exhaust Heat recovery(exhaust air to water heat exchanger 1)
T_air5(inlet of heat exchanger)
K
water mass flow rate
Kg/s
T_water-in1(Inlet of heat exchanger)
K
heat exchanger effectiveness
Cp_water(Average Cp of water)
J/Kg.K
Cp_air5_6(Average Cp of hot air)
J/Kg.K
Cc_water(Cold medium)
W/K
Ch_air5_6(hot medium)
W/K
T_water_out1(outlet of low temp heat exchanger)
K
Heat recovered
kW
T_air6 (exhaust air at outlet of heat exchanger)
K
h_air6 (exhaust air at outlet of heat exchanger)
KJ/kg
h_air5(exhaust air at inlet of heat exchanger)
KJ/kg
Pressure loss
%
P_air6 (exhaust air pressure at outlet of heat exchanger)
Pa
Exhaust Heat recovery(exhaust gas to water heat exchanger 2)
T_gas2(exhaust gas at inlet of heat exchanger)
K
water mass flow rate
Kg/s
T_water-in2(Inlet of heat exchanger)
K
T_water_out2 (outlet of heat exchanger)
K
Cp_water(Average Cp of water)
J/Kg.K
Cp_gas2_3(Average Cp of hot gas)
J/Kg.K
Heat recovered
KW
T_gas3(outlet of heat exchanger)
K
Pressure loss
%
P_gas 3(exhaust pressure at outlet of heat exchanger)
Pa
h_gas 2(enthalpy of gas at inlet of heat exchanger)
KJ/Kg
h_gas 3(enthalpy of gas at outlet of heat exchanger)
KJ/Kg
Turbine
P_01(Total pressure at inlet of the nozzle)
Pa
T_01(Total temperature at inlet of the nozzle)
K
gamma
R
J/kg/K
Cp(specific heat of gas at inlet of nozzle)
J/kg
eta-gen(generator efficiency)
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385,205
0,850
1115,616
1074,494
45,201
46,339
969,906
1145,957
26,429
718,881
2,500
204697,303
502,749
106470,000
846,550
210,608
26,415
453,656
0,0380
323,000
0,850
4186,000
1022,502
159,068
43,014
353,031
4,777
342,598
45,179
158,749
2,500
101723,900
502,749
0,0101
323,000
353,000
4186,000
1043,970
1,268
473,499
2,500
103808,250
210,608
180,072
204697,303
969,906
1,334
288,000
1146,000
0,900

112,205

696,906

229,749

180,656
50,000

80,031
69,598

229,749
50,000
80,000

200,499

696,906
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eta-m(mechanical efficiency)
eta-tt(total-to-total turbine efficiency)
Phi_2(flow co-efficient at inlet of the rotor)
N(rotational speed of rotor)
r_2(rotor inlet radius)
b_2(rotor inlet width)
Z(number of blades)
alpha_2(impeller inlet absolute flow angle)
Om(angular speed at rotor inlet)
Pressure drop in nozzle
P_02(total pressure at inlet of rotor)
T_02(total temperature at inlet of rotor)
A_2(rotor inlet area)
rho_02(stagnation density at inlet of rotor)
Cm_2(Cr_2)(meridional or radial flow velocity component)
u_2(tip speed at inelt of rotor)
cθ_2(tangential flow velocity component at inlet of rotor)
c_2(absolute flow velocity at inlet of rotor)
wθ_2(relative tangential flow velocity component at inlet of
rotor)

Pa
K
m2
Kg/m3
m/s
m/s
m/s
m/s

0,950
0,820
0,230
130000,000
0,02400
0,00691
12,000
80,300
13615,333
0,030
198556,384
969,906
0,001
0,711
75,287
326,768
440,449
446,837

m/s
m/s
degree
K
Pa

113,681
136,351
56,485
882,793
136346,841

rho_2(static density at inlet of rotor)
mdot_2(mass flow rate at inlet of rotor)
Impeller Exit(Turbine)
r_h3(hub radius at outlet of rotor)
r_3(shroud or tip radius at outlet of rotor)
s3(blade height at outlet of rotor)
r_ave3(average radius at outlet of rotor)
r_ave3/r_2
v(r_h3/r_3)(hub to shroud radius at outlet of rotor)
u_3(tip speed at outlet of rotor)

Kg/m3
Kg/s

0,536
0,0421

m
m
m
m

m/s

0,00816
0,01800
0,00984
0,0131
0,5450
0,4533
178,089

beta_3(relative flow angle at outlet of rotor)

degree

-40,000

cx_3(cm_3)(axial or meridional flow velocity component at
outlet of rotor)

m/s

123,698

w_2(relative velocity at inlet of rotor)
Beta_2(relative flow angle at inlet of rotor)
T_2(static temp at inlet of rotor)
P_2(static pressure at inlet of rotor)

m
m
degree

cx_3/u_2

0,379

wt_3(relative tangential flow velocity component at outlet of
rotor)

m/s

-103,795

w_3(relative velocity at outlet of rotor)

m/s

161,476

w3/w2

1,184

cθ_3(absolute tangential flow velocity component at outlet of
rotor)
dh(stagnation enthalpy change)
dh_s(isentropic enthalpy change)
T_03ss(isentropic stagnation temp at outlet or rotor)
Pi(pressure ratio)(P_01/P_03)
T_03(Turbine outlet temperature)
c_3(absolute flow velocity at rotor outlet)
T_3(static temp at outlet of rotor)
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m/s
J/Kg
J/Kg
K
K
m/s
K

74,294
130693,766
159382,642
830,829
1,856
855,863
144,294
846,779

582,863
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P_03(stagnation pressure at outlet of rotor)
P_3(static pressure at outlet of rotor)
rho_3(static density at outlet of rotor)
A_3(area at outlet of rotor)
mdot_3(mass flow rate at outlet of rotor)
a_3(speed of sound at outlet of rotor)
M_3(Mach number at outlet of rotor)
dh(stagnation enthalpy change)
Power produced
Electrical power produced
Eta(electrical efficiency)
Heat recovered
Thermal efficiency

Pa
Pa
Kg/m3
m2
Kg/s
m/s
J/Kg
KW
KW
%
KW
%
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107007,390
102542,688
0,420
0,001
0,0421
570,373
0,253
130693,766
5,498
0,986
6,030
6,045
43,889
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Appendix-H

10.8.1 Matlab code-Compressor (0.986kWel machine-Externally fired gas
turbine cycle)
%comp_char
%simplified compressor off-design characteristics
%Damian Vogt
%KTH/HPT
%20090319
clear all
%####################################################
% PARAMETER SECTION
%thermodynamic parameters
p01=100e3; %Pa
T01=303;
%K
gamma=1.4; %R=287;
%J/kg/K
cp=1004.5; %J/kg
%compressor parameters
n=12;
%# blades
be2=-29.60;
%impeller TE angle
be1=-58;
%impeller LE angle
r2=26.0e-3;
%impeller outlet radius
r1=14.7e-3;
%inlet casing radius
s1=9.80e-3;
%inlet blade length
b2=1.50e-3;
%impeller outlet width
eta_tt=.87; %average total-to-total efficiency
dp0_23=3e-2;%average pressure loss in diffuser
%options
eta_opt=0; %0: use only average eta_tt, 1: use variable eta (simplified)
disp_opt=1; %1: plots curves for average eta and variable eta, 2: only
for variable eta
% END PARAMETER SECTION
%####################################################
%--------------------------------------------rdeg=pi/180;
be2=be2*rdeg;
be1=be1*rdeg;
%--------------------------------------------M=[];, P=[];, E=[];
%--------------------------------------------fprintf('\n')
fprintf('------------------------------------------\n')
fprintf(' RADIAL COMPRESSOR - SIMPLIFIED ANALYSIS\n')
fprintf('------------------------------------------\n')
%figure(1), clf,
hold on
for N=[130]*1e3%110e3:10e3:130e3 %loop over rotational speed
mdv=[];, mdv2=[];, Piv=[];, Piv2=[];
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fprintf('N : %9d rpm\n',N)
for phi=.17:.05:1 %loop over flow coefficient
%####################################################
%determination of pressure ratio and mass flow rate
om=pi*N/30;
u2=om*r2;
sig=1-pi/n*.63/(1+phi*tan(be2)); %slip factor
cr2=u2*phi;
wt2i=cr2*tan(be2);
ct2i=wt2i+u2;
ct2=sig*ct2i;
wt2=ct2-u2;
c2=sqrt(cr2^2+ct2^2);
dh0=-u2*ct2;
dT0=dh0/cp;
T03=T01+abs(dT0);
dT0s=dT0*eta_tt;
T03s=T01+abs(dT0s);
Pi=(T03s/T01)^(gamma/(gamma-1));
p03=p01*Pi;
p02=p03/(1-dp0_23);
T02=T03;
T2=T02-c2^2/2/cp;
a2=sqrt(gamma*R*T2);
M2=c2/a2;
Mr2=cr2/a2;
if Mr2>=1, fprintf('--> supersonic cr\n'), break, end
p2=p02*(T2/T02)^(gamma/(gamma-1));
rho2=p2/R/T2;
A2=2*pi*r2*b2;
mdot=cr2*rho2*A2;
if ~isempty(mdv), if mdot<mdv(end), break, end, end
%####################################################
%conditions at pos 1
A1=pi*(r1^2-(r1-s1)^2);
rho1=p01/R/T01; %approximative
cx1=mdot/A1/rho1;
u1=om*(r1-s1/2);
wt1=-u1;
be1f=atan(wt1/cx1);
if disp_opt==1, plot(mdot,Pi,'b-o'), end
mdv=[mdv;mdot];, Piv=[Piv;Pi];
if eta_opt==1 %variable eta
dbe=be1f-be1; %incidence, rad
zeta=.1+.015*(90/100)^2+1.2*(dbe/rdeg/100)^2;
eta_ttn=(1-c2^2*zeta/2/dh0)^-1;
fprintf('%5.2f\t%6.4f\t%5.3f\n',dbe/rdeg,zeta,eta_ttn)
%update determination of pressure ratio, mass flow rate using
%new efficiency
dT0s=dT0*eta_ttn;
T03s=T01+abs(dT0s);
Pi=(T03s/T01)^(gamma/(gamma-1));
p03=p01*Pi;
p02=p03/(1-dp0_23);
T02=T03;
T2=T02-c2^2/2/cp;
a2=sqrt(gamma*R*T2);
M2=c2/a2;
Mr2=cr2/a2;
if Mr2>=1, fprintf('--> supersonic cr\n'), break, end
p2=p02*(T2/T02)^(gamma/(gamma-1));
rho2=p2/R/T2;
A2=2*pi*r2*b2;
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mdot=cr2*rho2*A2;
if ~isempty(mdv2), if mdot<mdv2(end), break, end, end
plot(mdot,Pi,'rx')
mdv2=[mdv2;mdot];, Piv2=[Piv2;Pi];
E=[E;eta_ttn];
end
%text(mdot,Pi,num2str(be1f/rdeg,'%3.1f'))
M=[M;mdot];, P=[P;Pi];
end
if disp_opt==1, plot(mdv,Piv,'b-'), end
if eta_opt==1
plot(mdv2,Piv2,'b-')
text(mdv2(end)+.01,Piv2(end),[num2str(N) ' rpm'])
else
if disp_opt==1, text(mdv(end)+.01,Piv(end),[num2str(N) ' rpm']),
end
end
end
%adding CFX characteristics
for N=130
A=dlmread(['speedline_' num2str(N) '_CFX.txt'],'\t');
plot(A(:,1),A(:,2),'r-o')
end
break
if eta_opt==1
[Mi,Pii]=meshgrid(0:.01:.6,1:.1:2.5);
Ei=griddata(M,P,E,Mi,Pii,'linear');
[c,h]=contour(Mi,Pii,Ei,25);%, clabel(c,h)
end

10.8.2 Matlab code-Turbine (0.986kWel machine-Externally fired gas turbine
cycle)
%turb_char
%simplified turbine off-design characteristics
%Damian Vogt
%KTH/HPT
%20090408
clear all
%####################################################
% PARAMETER SECTION
%thermodynamic parameters
p01=204.697e3; %Pa
T01=969.906;
%K
gamma=1.334; %R=288.0;
%J/kg/K
cp=1146.00; %J/kg
%turbine parameters
n=12;
%# blades
al2=80.3;
%stator TE angle
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be3=-40.0;
%impeller TE angle
r2=24.0e-3;
%stator outlet radius
r3=18.0e-3;
%outlet casing radius
s3=9.84e-3;
%outlet blade length
b2=6.91e-3;
%stator outlet width
eta_tt=.82; %average total-to-total efficiency
dp0_12=3e-2;%average pressure loss in stator
%options
eta_opt=1; %0: use only average eta_tt, 1: use variable eta (simplified)
disp_opt=2; %1: plots curves for average eta and variable eta, 2: only
for variable eta
% END PARAMETER SECTION
%####################################################
%--------------------------------------------rdeg=pi/180;
al2=al2*rdeg;
be3=be3*rdeg;
%--------------------------------------------M=[];, P=[];, E=[];
%--------------------------------------------fprintf('\n')
fprintf('------------------------------------------\n')
fprintf(' RADIAL TURBINE - SIMPLIFIED ANALYSIS\n')
fprintf('------------------------------------------\n')

figure(1), clf, hold on
figure(2), clf, hold on
for p01=204.697e3%100e3:50e3:500e3;
for N=130e3%70e3:20e3:250e3 %loop over rotational speed
mdv=[];, Piv=[];, ct3v=[];
for phi=.08:.01:.30
om=pi*N/30;
u2=r2*om;
p02=p01*(1-dp0_12);
T02=T01;
A2=2*pi*r2*b2;
cr2=phi*u2;
c2=cr2/cos(al2);
T2=T02-c2^2/2/cp;
p2=p02*(T2/T02)^(gamma/(gamma-1));
rho2=p2/R/T2;
mdot=cr2*rho2*A2;
ct2=cr2*tan(al2);
wt2=ct2-u2;
be2=atan(wt2/cr2);
%need to find axial velocity at pos 3
cx3=10:20:400;
for i=1:length(cx3)
wt3=cx3(i)*tan(be3);
r3m=r3-s3/2;
u3=r3m*om;
ct3=wt3+u3;
delh0=u2*ct2-u3*ct3;
delh0s=delh0/eta_tt;
T03s=T02-delh0s/cp;
Pi=(T01/T03s)^(gamma/(gamma-1));
T03=T02-delh0/cp;
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c3=sqrt(cx3(i)^2+ct3^2);
T3=T03-c3^2/2/cp;
p03=p02/Pi;
p3=p03*(T3/T03)^(gamma/(gamma-1));
rho3=p3/R/T3;
A3=2*pi*r3m*s3;
mdot2(i)=cx3(i)*rho3*A3;
end
cx3(i)=interp1(mdot2,cx3,mdot,'linear');
wt3=cx3(i)*tan(be3);
r3m=r3-s3/2;
u3=r3m*om;
ct3=wt3+u3;
delh0=u2*ct2-u3*ct3;
delh0s=delh0/eta_tt;
T03s=T02-delh0s/cp;
Pi=(T01/T03s)^(gamma/(gamma-1));
T03=T02-delh0/cp;
c3=sqrt(cx3(i)^2+ct3^2);
T3=T03-c3^2/2/cp;
p03=p02/Pi;
p3=p03*(T3/T03)^(gamma/(gamma-1));
rho3=p3/R/T3;
A3=2*pi*r3m*s3;
mdot2=cx3(i)*rho3*A3;
mdv=[mdv;mdot];, Piv=[Piv;Pi];, ct3v=[ct3v;ct3];
end
figure(1)
plot(mdv,Piv,'b-o')
text(mdv(end),Piv(end),num2str(N))
p03a=107e3;
mdota=interp1(p01./Piv,mdv,p03a,'linear');
plot(mdota,p01/p03a,'ro')
figure(2)
plot(mdv,ct3v,'b-o')
end
end
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